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ELEM ENTS OF FREE -ST REA M L IN E THEO RY
by
J o h n  S. M cN o w n *
I n t r o d u c to r y  R e m a r k s
Many plane irrotational flow patterns which include the for­
mation or deflection of free jets can be analyzed completely by a 
method known as the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theory of free stream­
lines. The results obtained may be significant not only for the 
corresponding two-dimensional flows of real incompressible fluids 
but, in some instances, for their three-dimensional counterparts 
as well. Numerous worthwhile calculations remain to be made, 
perhaps because the theoretician and the hydraulician have not 
yet pooled their interests for effective exploitation of this powerful 
tool. The analyses consist of the definition of successive conformai 
transformations involving a hodograph, or velocity plane, and the 
application of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. A  number 
of such calculations are presented in the following articles.
Impetus for the preparation of this bulletin came from the 
w rite r’s earlier contact with Professor W. E. Brooke (Chairman 
Emeritus of the Mathematics and Mechanics Department, Univer­
sity of Minnesota), and from suggestions by Professor Kravtchenko 
(Faculté des Sciences, Université de Grenoble) and M. D uPort 
(Engineer a t the Etablissements Neyrpic, also in Grenoble). The 
second paper was prepared by M. Gerber and the writer, at 
Kravtchenko’s suggestion, in  order to obtain a comparison of the 
results of theory with those from experiments with cavitating 
flows. The remaining papers were prepared subsequently by 
second- and third-year graduate students in the departm ent of 
Mechanics and Hydraulics at the State University of Iowa. This 
cooperative endeavor was undertaken as an experiment in com­
bining teaching with the conduct of original investigation. These 
selected students, many of whom are also staff members of the 
Iowa Institute of H ydraulic Research, began with a literature
*Associa te  D irec to r ,  Io w a  I n s t i t u t e  of H y d ra u l ic  R e se a rc h ,  S ta te  
U n iv e rs i ty  of Iow a , Io w a  City.
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survey and a group review of the essential theory, and then com­
pleted the detailed analyses and calculations of the various prob­
lems selected. Formal oral reports were coordinated and presented 
to an audience composed of faculty members and other graduate 
students, and the pedagogical experiment was completed by the 
preparation of the remainder of the papers in this bulletin. Mr. 
Carstens of the Departm ent of Engineering English provided 
valuable criticism and assistance in their preparation. Financial 
assistance was provided by the Office of Naval Research (N8onr- 
500 TO 3) for the conduct of the experiments and for the editing 
and publication of this Bulletin.
H i s t o r i c a l  D e v e l o p m e n t
D uring the period of over eighty years which has elapsed since 
the original developments of Helmholtz [1]* and Kirchhoff [2], the 
numerous contributions to this intriguing phase of analytic function 
theory have been made prim arily by mathematicians, with results 
which sometimes appear bizarre from the practical point of view. 
Aside from a few classic cases which were solved before 1900 [1,
2, 3], the kinds of flows analyzed have usually been significant more
F i g . 1 . C o m p a r i s o n '  o f  E n t r a n c e  C o n d i t i o n s  
( a )  No S e p a r a t i o n ; (b )  F r e e  S t r e a m l i n e
for the mathematical method than for the result. The mathematician 
has seldom been interested in the applications of the subject, where­
as the hydraulician Avith much to gain has equally rarely acquaint­
ed himself with the theory sufficiently well even to make sugges­
tions to the theoretician. Thus with only occasional exceptions, such 
as the works of von Mises [4] and, much more recently, Birkhoff 
et al [5] and Plesset and Shaffer [6 ], little of value to the prac­
*R efe ren ces  fo r a ll  of th e  p a p e rs  a r e  collected  a t  th e  end  of th is  B u lle t in .
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titioner lias been presented in the numerous works on this subject 
since publication of the earliest papers.
Helmholtz devised the concept of the free streamline in a search 
for a more realistic solution to the problem of efflux from (or flow 
into) a two-dimensional pipe or channel. The only prior classical 
theory was for flow which doubled back on the boundary in such 
a way as to give infinite velocities and negatively infinite pressures 
a t the end of the channel (point A  in Fig. l a ) .  H is fundamental 
contribution was the concept of a free boundary which was defined 
in the kinematic rather than in the geometric sense (Fig. lb ) .  He
reasoned logically that the bounding streamline would separate 
from the solid boundary, and that the free streamline thus formed 
could be characterized by a constant pressure and, hence, by a 
constant velocity. He visualized a quiescent wake of constant pres­
sure and a velocity discontinuity at the free streamline. W ith the 
aid of this concept, he proceeded to derive the equations for the 
free jet issuing from a Bor da tube. Kirchhoff shortly afterwards 
devised functions for the description of the efflux from an opening 
in an infinite reservoir having plane boundaries, and of the effect 
of a plate on a field of flow which is otherwise uniform and extends 
to infinity in all directions (Fig. 2). Bayleigh [3] systematized 
these results somewhat and added his analysis of intersecting jets. 
The method employed by these pioneers was indirect in tha t it 
consisted of trying various functions and adjusting constants until 
some useful result was obtained.
Development of a direct method of solving any of a large class 
of free-streamline flows awaited definition of the hodograph planes 
and certain complementary transformations. The ordinary hodo-
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graph or velocity plane was first used by Michell [7] in conjunc­
tion with the well known transformation
Planck [8 ] in 1894 suggested the logarithmic hodograph which, 
together with the im portant transformation theorem developed by 
Christoffel [9] in  1867 and independently by Schwarz [10] in 
1869, made possible the direct resolution of flow patterns for a 
wide variety  of boundary configurations. The prim ary restrictions 
on the method, aside from complexity of detail, were the general 
considerations tha t the motions be two-dimensional, incompressible, 
and unaffected by gravity or viscosity, and that the solid boundaries 
be composed of rectilinear segments.
In  the interval between 1890 and 1920 a number of contributions 
were made of flow patterns for a variety  of boundary conditions. 
W ith the exception of the very few papers on the simplest and 
most fundam ental problems and of the paper by von Mises [4], 
already mentioned, few calculated results were presented, the 
authors being content to give general results or simply to indicate 
their existence.
Not until the past few years has there been any renewal of 
interest in the extension and application of this type of analysis 
to obtain useful results in current investigations. Recently, Birk- 
hoff, Plesset, and others have published studies of boundary effects 
in cavity flows, and Salzman [11] and McNown and Hsu [12] 
have published analyses of lateral efflux through an opening in 
one side of a two-dimensional channel. Comparisons of the results 
of theory and of experiment have indicated a correspondence which 
is usually close and sometimes astonishingly so.
T h e  H o d o g r a p h  P l a n e s
In  the derivation of functional relationships which make pos­
sible the mathematical description of a pa ttern  of flow, definition 
of a hodograph or velocity plane is an essential step. Two types 
are used which differ in detail bu t are similar in concept in that 
they make possible the comparatively simple representation of the 
complicated bounding streamlines. These two planes, on which the 
flow patterns are transformed conformally in accordance with the
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
precepts of complex-function theory, can best be described through 
presentation in connection with a specific example.
I f  w = represents the complex potential and 3 =  x  -f- iy
the variable in the plane of actual flow, the equation
indicates the relationship sought. A fundam ental concept of hydro­
dynamics is that
in which u  and v are the x- and ^/-components of the velocity at 
any point, q is the magnitude of the resultant velocity, and 9 is 
its inclination measured from the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus,
If, to simplify the terminology, £ is substituted for dw/dz,  the two 
kinds of hodographs commonly used are representations of £ and
y
of Q =  In ( — Vj/C),  the second being also expressible in the form
w =  / (z )
q =  +  \ /w 2 +  v2 , 6 =  ta n -1 —
u
u
X
F i g . 3 . D e f i n i t i o n  S k e t c h  f o r  V e l o c i t y .
Straight solid boundaires in the z-plane transform  into radial 
lines in the £-plane (u /v  = constant), and into straight lines p a r ­
allel to the real axis (6 = constant) in the O-plane. Furtherm ore,
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free streamlines, along which the pressure and velocity are con­
stant in the 2-plane, become circular arcs with centers at the origin 
(u2 +  v2 = constant) in the £-plane, and straight lines parallel to 
the imaginary axis (q = constant) in the O-plane. I t  is thus evident 
that the original boundary transforms into either a circular sector 
or a rectangle.
As an illustration of this method, the four planes, (z, £, Q, and 
w) are shown in Fig. 4a for the unsymmetrical efflux from a two- 
dimensional channel, corresponding points having been assigned 
the same letter in each plane. F or mathematical simplicity, a ref­
erence velocity such as V,- is often assigned the value unity. This 
has not been done herein so that the physical significance of the 
variables would not be altered. The points A  and D represent 
regions fa r to the left and fa r  to the right, respectively, at which 
the velocity is constant. The <f>- and ^-lines in the w-plane are 
vertical and horizontal as always, and, for this case of finite quan-
e
C B
D A
2 C E
(b) t  -  plane
B
f + 1
BA E D C
F i g . 4 . C o n f o r m a l  M a p p i n g  P l a n e s .
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tity  of flow, the boundary of the flow in  the wvplane becomes 
a rectangle of finite width (0 ^ 5= V„b) and infinite length 
( — co ^  </> :£ oo). The coordinates of the various points are indi­
cated in Table I ; the ¿-plane is discussed in the following section.
T a b l e  I
z f  £2 w t
A -  oo +  i  (0 to b) -V o  -  ln(F0/Fy) oo +  i  (0 to V0b) f  = - ^  
B ib  0 oo-|-i(0 to — 7r/2) 4>B-\-iV0b oo
C ia —iVj  r/2) cpc+iVob 1
D undefined —Fye‘ 3 — — °o-\-i{0 to V0b) g = — cos2/3 
E 0 - V j  0 0 - 1
As the regions at A and L) become points in the £- and fl-planes, 
the concept of flow from a point source to a point sink within p re ­
scribed boundaries is useful for the interpretation of these in ter­
mediate planes. That is, they are not only plots of the velocity, 
but transformed flows as well; intermediate streamlines are indi­
cated in the several planes. The necessary simplification of the 
boundary has been accomplished by the representation in either 
the £- or the O-plane. The links between the several planes remain 
to be defined.
D e f i n i t i o n  o f  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s
In  order to utilize the planes in the definition of the essential 
functional relationship between w and z, either £ or (1 m ust be 
related to w by means of known methods through still another 
complex variable designated as t. This relationship completes the 
rather complicated functional analysis because, as has already been 
pointed out, either £ or O can be expressed in term s of dw/dz.  The 
only remaining difficulties arise in the explicit evaluation of the 
various functions which are initially known only as differential 
equations.
Any polygonal boundary in one complex plane can be trans­
formed into the entire real axis of another through application of 
the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem, the interior of the polygon being
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transform ed into either the upper or the lower half of the second 
plane [13]. Thus the outline in the fi-plane and that in the w-plane 
are directly transformable into the real axis of the ¿-plane as shown 
in  Fig. 4b. The transform ing function can be w ritten as follows: 
» = « /  + ]V  
As many factors (¿—¿») are introduced into the transformation as 
there are vertices of the polygonal boundary in the fi-plane (see 
Fig. 5). The value tn is the locus of the transformed point on the 
real axis in the ¿-plane, and [in is the exterior angle of the polygon 
at that point in the fi-plane. Three of the ¿„-values can be assigned 
arb itrarily  and the remainder must be given parametric values to 
be evaluated in terms of given quantities, along with M  and N, 
from the integrated function. Points for which tn is infinity need 
not be included no m atter what the value of fin . I f  the interior 
angle exceeds w, the exterior angle, as well as the corresponding 
exponent, becomes negative.
In  defining the transform ation between fi and ¿ for the example 
of Fig. 4, the points B, C, and E  are arb itrarily  placed in the 
¿-plane at oo, -j-1, and —1, respectively. The unknown or para­
metric values of the abscissas at A  and D  are assigned the values 
/  and g. The vertices of the polygon are a t  the points B, C, and E  
fo r which the exterior angles are v, w/2, and tt/2.  Because B  is 
placed at oo, the only terms to be included are those at C and E,  
and the transform ation becomes a familiar one,
0= » f vfc + N
= M  cosh-1 ¿ +  N
or
t = cosh — —
M
The values of M, N, f,  and g can now be evaluated. A t C, ¿ =  1 
and Cl =  —i n / 2  =  N. A t B, t =  —1 and Cl = 0, so that
cosh_1(— 1) =  — i cos-1(— 1) =  ±iir
and M = 1/2, the positive sign being selected. Once M  and N  are
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
known, /  and g can be evaluated by substituting In (V 0/ V j )  and 
—i p ,  respectively, for Q,
/ =  -  cosh ^ ln  ^  1  ^  ^
g =  — cos 2/3
The equation relating iv and t can be obtained as before, or 
directly from the known complex function for the source and sink
t -  p lane
___ Jj____ _________
A B C
F i g . 5. P l a n e s  f o r  S c h w a r z - C h r i s t o f f e l  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n .
in the i-plane. In  the first instance the Schwarz-Christoffel trans­
formation leads to the form
- M 'f (l-
The final form is, however, obtained without integration if it is 
noted that V 0i ,  the quantity of flow in the 2-plane is just half the 
strength of the source at A  and of the sink at D in  the /-plane. 
Thus,
w — — [ l n ( < - / )  — \ n ( t - g )  ]
In  cases such as this one, in which the entire boundary in  the 
hodograph plane coincides with the boundary of a circular sector, 
a direct transformation from the £-plane to the w-plane is possible
[13]. For the elementary example herein, this relationship can be 
obtained by the simple expedient of constructing the image pattern
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of the source and sink in the x- and y-axes and in the circular 
boundary as shown in Pig. 6. The resulting expression for w (t ) 
with a term for each of the four sources and four sinks will lead 
to a relationship equivalent to that obtained by the method out­
lined first. Alternatively, the and ¿-planes are simply connected 
by means of the relationship
Which planes and which methods are appropriate in a given case 
depends upon the type of problem and the nature  of the calcu­
lation to be made.
Once w (t )  and either Q(t)  or £ (i)  have been defined, the desired 
function w(z)  is implicitly defined, both fi and £ being expressible 
in terms of dw/dz.  I f  the resulting ordinary differential equations
can be integrated, three kinds of results can be obtained: (1 ) para­
metric equations relating bulk characteristics, i.e., a/b,  1'0, and /?, 
in the foregoing example, (2) the profile of the jet, and (3) the 
variation of velocity and pressure along the solid boundaries. Such 
calculations are presented in some detail in each of the following 
papers. In  addition, a still more complicated result, which usually 
requires numerical integration, is available in that </> or ^ can 
be defined at any point in the region of flow in the 2-plane.
F i g . 6 .  I m a g e  P a t t e r n  f o r  C i r c u l a r  Q u a d r a n t .
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A p p l i c a b i l i t y  o f  M e t h o d
From the mathematical viewpoint, the direct calculation of 
free-streamline flows is restricted to two-dimensional irrotational 
flows of incompressible fluids which are free from gravitational 
effects and for which the solid boundaries are straight. As flows of 
real fluids seldom satisfy fully these stringent restrictions, the 
practical value of the results is open to question. The significance 
of the various restrictions can be shown only by comparing the 
calculated results with those obtained from observations of real 
flows.
The importance of viscous effects, or of relatively small depar­
tures from irrotational flow, has already been studied in detail for 
various kinds of flow. I t  is well known that for flows in which 
shear is not a prim ary factor, such as rapidly accelerated flows, the 
differences between comparable ideal and real fluid flows are small.
In  many problems the importance of gravitational effects is 
already known to be definitely secondary. F or example, the coeffi­
cient of contraction for an orifice in a vertical wall does not differ 
significantly from that for one in a horizontal wall, even though 
the attraction of the earth affects the trajectories for the two cases 
in quite different ways. On the contrary, for flows in which a free 
surface has a significant bearing on the flow pattern, as in flow 
over a weir, the conventional methods are no longer adequate.
The presence of curved solid boundaries leads to calculations 
which are both extremely complex in detail and indirect in appli­
cation. The C-plane is no longer directly useful, and the O-plane 
contains lines which are either slanting or curved. The transfor­
mation between °  and t thus becomes more complicated, even if 
definable, and the calculation can usually proceed only if the form 
of the boundary in the Q-plane is assumed first and the correspond­
ing physical boundary in the s-plane is derived therefrom. As the 
latter boundary may not be useful or even significant, a tedious 
trial-and-error calculation will be required for the solution of any 
given curved boundary.
The applicability to axisymmetric flows of the results computed 
for plane flows can be assessed only by the making of suitable 
comparisons as in references [5] and [12] and in the following 
papers. Comparisons have been made both between results of theory 
and experiment, on the one hand, and between two-dimensional
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and axisymmetric flows, on the other. A lready at hand is convinc­
ing evidence of a surprisingly close correspondence between these 
two classes of flows, at least insofar as certain bulk characteristics 
are concerned. Even in cases for which differences have been noted, 
the extensive results which are available for two-dimensional flows 
are useful in indicating trends to be expected for comparable 
axisymmetric and three-dimensional flows.
Among the various types of two-dimensional flow patterns 
which can be analyzed as free-streamline flows are free efflux, de­
flection of jets, and various combinations of the two. Efflux pat­
terns have been calculated for a variety of boundary geometries 
including those for infinitely large reservoirs and for slots at the 
ends of conduits with various boundary configurations. For jets 
impinging on flat plates, the characteristics of flow have been 
determined for finite and infinite extents of fluid, for free and 
partia lly  bounded jets, and for deflectors of various proportions 
(each being composed of necessarily straight-line segments). In 
another type of calculation the free streamline has been used as 
an indication of the configuration of cavities in fluid flows.
Additional calculations of these several kinds of flows, pre­
sented in the following papers, include characteristic results which 
are useful for the interpretation of real fluid flows. The calculations 
provide information for specific designs; comparisons between 
results of theory and of observation serve to indicate the appli­
cability of the method.
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TRANSITION CURVES OP CONSTANT PRESSU R E
I. STREAM LINED STRUTS 
by
R . G e r b e r * a n d  J o h n  S. M cN o w n
Transition curves along which the pressure is an arb itrarily  
assigned constant can be obtained for two-dimensional flows by 
means of an adaptation of the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theory for free 
streamlines. These curves can be used in the determination of the 
profile of the upstream portion of streamlined stru ts or piers so 
as to reduce negative pressures and prevent marked adverse pres­
sure gradients. Consequently, the likelihood of occurrence of either 
cavitation or separation can be significantly diminished. Although 
the results of such calculations are immediately applicable only to 
two-dimensional flow of incompressible fluids, the scope of the ap­
plication is less restricted than it  would appear. The bulk char­
acteristics of certain free-streamline flows have been found to be 
essentially the same for two-dimensional and axisymmetric patterns. 
Also, the criteria for reduction of shock-waves in compressible 
fluids have been found to parallel closely those for the reduction 
of cavitation, making possible the use of such results in compressible 
flows. The calculation described herein was suggested by Professor 
Kravtchenko of the Faculté des Sciences at the University of 
Grenoble.
A series of symmetrical profiles which are suitable for transi­
tion curves, and which are at the same time readily calculable, can 
be obtained for the flow pattern  shown in Fig. la . A flat plate CC' 
normal to the direction of the uniform flow at infinity is connected 
to linear boundaries such as DE  paralleling the direction of flow 
by curves such as CD which are not defined geometrically but 
along which the velocity is equal to an arb itrarily  selected constant. 
This constant velocity V 1 is greater than the velocity a t infinity F 0, 
the problem reducing to the classical problem of the infinite cavity
[14] if V 1 is equal to F 0. Considering only the upper half of the 
symmetrical flow pattern, one finds that the direction of flow is
* A ssistan t,  D e p a r tm e n t  of M a th em a tic s ,  U n iv e r s i ty  of G renoble, F ra n c e .
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E,  D C 6  *  r
b
Q
F i g . 1. C o n f o r m a l - M a p p i n g  P l a n e s .
a known constant along the segments AB , BC, and DE,  and that 
along the remaining segment CD the velocity magnitude is con­
stant. Thus, the necessary requirements for the application of the 
free-streamline theory are fulfilled.
F rom  the mathematical point of view, the problem reduces to 
the determination of the complex function relating the velocity 
potential and the stream function to the desired flow pattern  by 
means of an intermediate stage which is a logarithmic hodograph.
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I f  the complex potential is designated as w — <f> -+- i\f/, the complex 
velocity can be represented by the expression:
— =  u — i v =  Vae~® (1)
az
in which i2 =  — ln ( g /F 0) +  i 8 is defined in terms of the direction 
and magnitude of the vector velocity. The inclination of the veloc­
ity to the x-axis is 8, and the velocity magnitude is q. The bound­
ary streamline is a semi-infinite rectangle in the fl-plane, Fig. lb , 
and, of course, a straight line in the w-plane, Fig. lc.
The transforming function between w and O can be obtained 
directly by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem. A fter inte­
gration and evaluation of constants,
SI =  -¿^-cos-1 m  _  A cosh-1 m (2)
2 w 2
in which to is defined by the relationships (see Fig. lc ) ,
K m  K m  , . , xb =  ------r- , a =  — —-r ( m >  1 )
to — 1 m  +  1
and K  is a constant having the same dimensions as w. Along the 
arc CD,
In — =  — cosh-1 to 
v o 2
so that
TO
- K W + (&)'] ®
Completion of the analysis consists of the algebraic definition 
of the transition curves as a function of the assigned velocity ratios. 
In  other words, x /c  and y /c  (Fig. la )  are to be expressed as func­
tions of V JV o ,  or m. Because q = v — —d<t>/dy along BC, the ref­
erence length c can be defined in integral form,
c =  f dy  = - J  ^  (4)
J 0 J 0 v
From Eq. (2) it can be shown that
T7 r  l , , to (0  +  X )- | 
v =  Vi exp |^— g cosh- 1 ------ ------- J
whereby d<f> can be expressed in terms of v. If, in addition, the sub­
stitution t =  V J v  is made,
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F r e e - S t r e a m l i n e  A n a l y s e s  
; d t
4:mK f x ( i4 —l ) i 2 
Vi jq   ^ ~f- 2 v i t 1 1 ) "
K  Vt  +  F04 
F, F ,4
Vi -  Va Fi —i v ,  F„ _! Fo 
F ,2 +  F ,2 F0 F„ Fi F
Along the arc (7D, the relationships between <j>, 9, and the co­
ordinates x  and y  are well know n:
V 1 dx  =  —cos 9 d(f>
F x dy  =  —sin 9 d<f>
Also, from Eq. (2),
m{<t> +  K )
cos 26
<t> (
m
ire +  1 <  4> < t )
curve are obtained in the following fo rm :
A fter substitution and integration, parametric equations for the
V ^ T COS0)m if CO S0m -\-1
cos20 - \ lw -h :  tanh_I
y  =  c +
+
ire i f
2 W
(6)
sin0
m — 1 
L 2
2
ire — i
sin‘
i | t a n _I \ / —~ r* — ta n - 1 ( \ / — r sin0 ) 
V m — 1 i v m — 1 \  V m — 1 /
The values for the coordinates of point B  (X  and Y  in Fig. la )  
are obtained from Eq. (6 ) if the value of zero is substituted for 6:
X m K2 V, 
Y =  c +
m — 1 m + 1 tan*!"1 \ / ^ T
m K
2 V i \ ! ~ I  t a n -  4 m — 1 ire—1
(7)
Finally, the param eter ire, which has been defined in terms of 
V J V o, can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless pressure 
change a,
___ P o - P i
pF02/2
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Avhich is  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  th e  c a v i t a t i o n  n u m b e r  i f  p 1 e q u a l s  t h e  v a p o r  
p r e s s u re .  T h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e tw e e n  m  a n d  o- is  as  fo l lo w s :
m = I b + ' + i h ]  m
Results of calculations based on Eqs. (6 ) and (7) are shown in 
Fig. 2. The solid lines indicate the shape of the free streamlines 
for <r-values of 0.4 and 0.7. The broken line is the locus of the 
downstream end of the curved portion, that is, it indicates the 
relationship between Y /c  and X /c .  On the la tter curve representa­
tive values of o- are shown, those for 0.4 and 0.7 corresponding, of
JL J L  
c  c
F i g .  2. C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  T r a n s i t i o n  C u r v e s  w i t h  L o c u s  o f  
T e r m i n a l  P o i n t s .
course, with the downstream ends of the transition curves calcu­
lated. It is known that both the length and the width of the cavity 
approach infinity as <r approaches zero, and it can be shown from 
Eq. (7) that X  approaches Y  and that both approach zero as a 
approaches infinity. From  the practical viewpoint, however, the 
occurrence of separation prevents the attainm ent of flows com­
parable to it-values greater than  approximately 0.5, a point dis­
cussed by Birkhoff [13].
Although marked differences exist between results of compu­
tations based on two-dimensional flows and observations of other­
wise comparable three-dimensional flows, remarkably close com­
parisons have been found between certain bulk characteristics 
[6,12,15]. Whereas the profiles of free streamlines are markedly 
different, the ratios of comparable areas have been found to be the 
same for the two kinds of flow, an observation which led the writers
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
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F i g . 3. C o m p a r i s o n  o f  R a t i o s  C a l c u l a t e d  f o r  T w o - D i m e n s i o n a l  F l o w  
w i t h  t h o s e  M e a s u r e d  f o r  A x i s y m m e t r i c  F l o w s .
to make a similar comparison of the F/c-values with the ratios of 
the area of a plate or a disk to the measured cross section of cavi­
tation pockets they cause to form in axisymmetric flows. The com­
parison between the results obtained from Eq. (7) and the obser­
vations made in the water tunnels of the Iowa Institute of H y­
draulic Research [16] and of the David Taylor Model Basin [17] 
is shown in Fig. 3. Surprisingly good correspondence is obtained 
for small values of a; the effect of separation is evident in the 
discrepancies occurring for a greater than 0.6. The agreement 
obtained is better than that which Eisenberg [18] found in a sim­
ilar comparison with the theory of Riabouchinsky and that of Gil- 
barg and Rock, but the reason for this improvement is not evident.
In  conclusion, the writers believe that the calculation of the 
irrotational flow patterns herein presented is directly applicable 
in certain design problems, that it  can be extended or modified to 
describe other related flows, and that certain applications are pos­
sible for axisymmetric flows.
P o - P i
P Vo V 2
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TRANSITION CURVES OF CONSTANT PRESSU R E
II. IN LETS 
by
D. W. A p p e l  and E. M. L a u r s e n *
Patterns of flow through well streamlined contractions have 
been found to be defined at least moderately well by potential-flow 
theory. The particular type of contraction transition to be con­
sidered herein is characterized by a constant pressure (and there­
fore a constant magnitude of velocity) along the curved portion 
of the boundary. This type of transition for two-dimensional flows 
is amenable to free-streamline analysis provided that the boun­
daries upstream and downstream from the constant-pressure sec­
tion are made up of straight lines, along which the direction of 
the flow is constant. The form of the curved boundary thus 
should be calculable by the free-streamline techniques outlined in 
the first paper of this bulletin and the problem is an extension of 
that in the preceding paper.
Several advantages are inherent in this constant-pressure transi­
tion. The minimum pressure in the transition, that along the free 
streamline, can be specified; thus, the likelihood of cavitation can 
be directly controlled. Since there is no adverse pressure gradient 
within the curved portion of the transition, the probability of a 
separation of the flow from the boundary is also reduced. Finally, 
the occurrence of the maximum velocity all along the free stream­
line should result in a minimum size for the transition.
The location of the boundaries of a general two-dimensional 
contraction are shown in Fig. la. For an infinite value of the u p ­
stream width, the figure represents one half of a symmetrical inlet 
from an infinite reservoir. For upstream widths greater than  the 
downstream, the figure represents various degrees of contraction 
of two-dimensional flow. If  the centerline and the upstream  boun­
dary  are considered to be repeating lines of symmetry, the figure 
represents either the upstream portion of a series of struts, or,
^R esea rch  A sso c ia te  an d  R e se a rc h  E n g in e e r ,  re sp ec tiv e ly ,  Io w a  I n s t i ­
t u t e  of H y d ra u l ic  R esearch , S ta te  U n iv e r s i ty  of Iow a, Io w a  City.
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conversely, a series of equidistant inlets from an infinite reservoir. 
The equation to be derived for the form of the constant-pressure 
transition can be applied in studies of flow past any of these 
boundary forms.
M a t h e m a t i c a l  A n a l y s i s
The four planes described in the introductory paper and used 
in the following analysis of two-dimensional flow contractions are
in Fig. 1. In  
E y1
the flow plane (the z 
A
C
plane), the reference
9 I «
D E " V„
Yu V. C D J 2 1
A
E
(a )  z -  p l a n e (b) f t  -  p la n e
D E A B C ,D
- H
- — g - >
D \jj = O-n^  E 
C B A
(c )  t -  p l a n e  (d) w - p la n e
F i g . 1. T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  P l a n e s .
velocities along the boundary are shown. The flow is represented 
in the logarithmic hodograph (the il-plane) by the usual relation­
ship,
Q =  — In - -  +  id  (1)
Vo
for which the bounding streamlines take the form of a semi-infinite 
rectangle. The open end of the rectangle at infinity corresponds 
to the stagnation point A,  and the two 90° vertices correspond to 
points B  and C at each end of the free streamline.
By means of the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem the semi-infinite 
rectangle in the Q-plane is mapped onto one-half of the auxiliary
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i-plane. Points A  and I) are arb itrarily  placed at zero and infinity 
in the ¿-plane. Bather than to fix a th ird  point in the /-plane, it is 
convenient to relate the distances /  and g by the param etric equa­
tions
TO TO r _ \
/  =  — n r  > 0 — ----- r  ( m >  1 )TO+1 TO—1
The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation between the O-plane and 
the ¿-plane is then
r> i "P* i i  1 T m  (* ~  1 ) 1
Q = - lnn + 2 C0S L— 1— J (2)
The constants in the transformation were evaluated by substitu­
tion of the values of fi and t for points A  and B  in the two planes. 
An equation for the parameter m can be obtained by substituting 
values of O and t for the point D in the two planes, whence •
m
Thus, if the velocity along the transition V 2 relative to the velo­
city in the downstream channel F 0 is specified, m  is determined.
The infinite rectangle representing the potential and stream 
functions in the w-plane is mapped onto the lower half of the i-plane 
by the transformation
w =  <t> +i\p — — In ( t +  h ) (3)Z 7T
This equation can be derived by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel 
theorem or from the expression for a source located at point E.  
The evaluation of Eq. (2) for the point E  gives an expression for h,
m
n =
n —m
in which n  is determined by the ratio of the free-streamline velo­
city V 2 to the upstream channel velocity V 1 according to the equa­
tion
I f  the restriction that the magnitude of the variable velocity q 
equals that of V 2 is imposed, parametric differential equations for 
the free-streamline can be obtained. Equation (1) thus becomes, 
for the free streamline,
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U =  -  In §  +  i e (4)
Vo
Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) gives the follow­
ing relationship between the complex potential iv and the incli­
nation of the free streamline 8 :
, , • , V0a . f  m m  1 . .
w =  <t>+i\p =  — n— m ----------- H--------------- (5)2 7r L to — cos 20 n —mJ
F o r convenience the free streamline has been taken as ip = 0. The 
distance s along the free streamline from B  to  a point at which 
the inclination is 8 can be obtained by combining the equation de­
fining the velocity, d<f>/ds =  ~Y., ,  with Eq. (5), and integrating:
F0 a . f  m  , m
S =  TTTT' hi
I"____ ______  “I
L m — cos 2 8 n —m  J
Because s is the curvilinear distance along the bounding stream­
line, this expression is not directly useful for obtaining the profile 
of the transition. However, the equation can be expressed in rect­
angular coordinates through the differential relationships
dx = ds cos 8 , dij =  ds sin 6
The parametric differential equations for the curved boundary are 
then
c,Vo a , cos20 d(cosd) “|d x =  — 2 =5T -  {m  — n  H 7------------¡¡r-----5-^-7----¡—¡--- ¡r---- 5-pr (JF¡ 7T L ( m+  1 — 2eos20) ( n +  1 — 2cos20) J
and
j  r, F0 a ,  sin20 d (s in # ) 1d y =  — 2 = ■  -  (to  — n)  7-------- T  . ■ ■ . ■ w ------- . 0  ■ (8)
w F2 7r L ( m — 1 +  2sin-0) (w— 1 +  2sin20 ) J
Fortunately these equations are readily integrable; one obtains 
the parametric equations
-  =  -  Xr T \ / ( m + l ) / 2  tanh“ 1 ^ 7= = = = ^  
a it F2 L V  ( m + 1) / 2
-  V Ü + T 7 7 2  t a n h -  J (9)
and
11 1 1 Fn r  /-?-------sin0
« =  2 +  7T F  [ x / (n _ 1 ) / 2  V ( » - l ) / 2 "
_ V ( m - l ) / 2 t a n - ‘ ^ ^ ÿ ÿ = ]  (10)
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if the origin of x  and y  is chosen such that x  =  0 if 6 = —ir/2 and 
y  — a/2  if 0 =  0. Equation (9) can be written in an alternative 
logarithmic form,
x =  J_V o 
a 2 tt Vi \ /  (to +  1) /  2 In
-y/(m +1)/2  +  cos 6 
\ / ( m + l ) / 2  — cos0
V  ( n + 1 )  / 2 In \ /  (n-\-1)/2 eos 0 
\ / ( n + l ) / 2  — cos 0
For the case of the infinite reservoir in which n  =  oo, Eqs. (9) 
and ( 10) can be reduced to
~ =  -  ^ [ v / ( w + l ) / 2  ta n h - 1 c0^g= -  2 cos fl] (11) 
a 7r V2 L / 2  J
and
~ — H +  -  [~sin0 — \ / ( r a - l ) / 2  ta n “ 1 (12)
a 2 tt V* L \ / ( m  — 1) / 2 -I
after evaluation of the indeterminate forms. Rethy in 1893 [19] 
presented equations similar in form to Eqs. (9) and (10). How­
ever, his equations were based upon parameters which could not 
be directly evaluated from the flow characteristics.
Upstream and downstream from the curved boundary the magni­
tude of the velocity is variable, but the direction of the velocity 
along the boundary is known. Equations (1), (2), and (3) can be 
used to obtain the velocity distribution along the straight portions 
of the boundary by steps essentially parallel to those used for the 
calculation of the free-streamline profile. For the general case, the 
velocity distribution can be obtained from the equation
— =  — +  — (m —n ) TK \  ( t a n h -1 t a n h -1
a a w L V V 2“ V2 '
+  iv» ( t a n h -1 —  — t a n h -1
\  q K2/
- l i Z i - w - . * '+  A'3 ( t a n h - 1 — tanh-1 
+  iv4 ( ta n h -1 —  — tanh-1 (13)i “ 1 ^
q V2
downstream from the transition, and
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l=l+î+ lKi (tan_1 yj~tan" vj
+  iv2 ( t a n -1 ^ ---- ta n -1
'  Vo '
+  K 3 ( t a n -1 — ta n -1 ^  ^
+  A"4 ( t a n -1 y-  — ta n _1^ p ^ J  (14)
upstream from the transition. In  Eqs. (13) and (14),
k x=  [ ( f 2/ f 0) 2 -  O V y o 2] - 1 [ ( f 2/ f „ ) 2-  ( n / F , ) 2] - 1 
a 2 =  (VoIV,y  [ ( F o / F 2) 2 -  ( F . / F O 2] - 1 [ ( f 0/ f 2) 2 - ( f 1/ f 2) 2] - 1 
^ 3=  ( 7 , / V i )  { (V J V 1y - ( V J V o) 2] - 1 [ ( F 2/ F i ) 2 -  ( F o / F , ) 2] - 1 
^ 4 = ( F „ F 1/ F 22) [ ( F i / F 2) 2— ( F . / F o ) 2] - 1 t ( F 1/ F 2) 2 — ( F 0/ F 2) 2] - 1
and c and are the dimensions of the transition. The form of these 
equations for the special case of the infinite reservoir is
i . i - J M l - % 1  ( £ ) ’  [ t a n h -  f i -  t a „ h -  p i  
a  a  7r F 2 L g J  x  \ F 2/  L F 22 F . J
+  —f ta n h -1 — — tan h -1 (15)
7T L g K2 J
downstream from the transition, and 
a  2 a  tt F 2 L » J  i r V F J  L F 22 F 2 J
+ A[ 7T L ta n -1 — ta n -1 -p ro fo (16)
upstream from the transition. The pressure distribution can be 
obtained directly by means of the Bernoulli theorem.
Particu lar constant-pressure transitions can now be calculated 
for specified values of the velocity ratios V J V 0 and V2/ F 1( or, 
what is equivalent, for specified values of the minimum pressure 
along the transition and the contraction ratio b/a. In  order to make
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the results of sample calculations general, values of a dimension- 
less pressure parameter <t have been assumed and the correspond­
ing pressures calculated from the definition equation,
Va— Vi (17)PV,o2/2
If  p2 is the vapor pressure, <r is the familiar cavitation index. Since 
the pressure and velocity are related by the Bernoulli equation, the 
velocity ratio V„/V„ can also be obtained from the equivalent ex­
pression
'  = ( £ ) • - '
Transition profiles have been calculated for a value of a of 0.4 
and contraction ratios b / a  of co, 4, and 2. The profiles are shown
a
F i g .  2 . T r a n s i t i o n  P r o f i l e s  f o r  a  C o n s t a n t  P r e s s u r e  I n d e x  o f  <j  =  0 .4 .
in Fig. 2. For different values of <j, the two principal dimensions 
of the transition, the length d  and the width c, are shown in Fig. 3. 
As <r approaches zero, i.e., as V 2—>V0, the length of the transition 
approaches infinity.
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C o m p a r i s o n  B e t w e e n  R e s u l t s  o f  T h e o r y  a n d  E x p e r i m e n t
In  1917, von Mises [4] published an expression for the con­
traction coefficient for free efflux corresponding to V 2 = Vo in the 
above analysis. Equation (10) for m = 1 and 8 =  — tt/2, if ex­
pressed in terms of a contraction coefficient, is found to be iden­
tical to von Mises’ equation:
Although von Mises did not compute the jet profile, he used the 
free-streamline theory to obtain the pressure distribution on the 
channel walls. W ith knowledge of the pressure distribution, he 
obtained the contraction coefficient by means of the equation of 
momentum. Since von Mises’ equation is a limit to the theoretical 
expressions obtained herein, observed agreement between the re­
sults of experiments and his computed coefficients is a partial 
verification of the present analysis.
In  order to test the performance of the theoretical transition 
forms in detail, experiments were conducted with air flow through
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half models of two of the profiles shown in Fig. 2 {Jo/a, = oo and 
b/a  =  2). The curved boundary and portions of the straight boun- 
dary upstream and downstream were made of Lucite with piezo­
metric taps along the centerline. The width a/2  was 9.2 inches and 
the height was also 9.2 inches, making the downstream cross section 
square. The flow of air was produced and controlled by a variable- 
discharge blower located seven feet downstream from the transition 
section. The rate of flow was determined by means of a calibrated 
nozzle on the discharge side of the blower.
The theoretical pressure distribution along the boundary of the 
inlet from the infinite reservoir is shown in Fig. 4a along with 
test results for downstream conduit velocities of 17 and 46 fps, 
corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 75,000 and 200,000 based 
on the half-width of 9.2 inches. An approximately constant pres­
sure was obtained along the curved boundary for both tests. The 
greater reduction in pressure for the higher velocity indicates a 
trend toward the theoretical value for <t =  0.4 with increasing 
Reynolds number. That viscous effects result in  a higher pressure 
is noteworthy, because the design thus tends to be conservative
\
1 1 
— Theory 
• R = 7 5 0 0 0
\
• R = 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  
° Electrical
MMUlUtjy
0 .2 0  0
_S 
2 a  0 4  0 .6
/
•
• • • • • • •
® 9 •/
( a ) Contraction Ratio-^- (b ) C o n tr ac t io n  Rat io-^-=2
P i g .  4 . P r e s s u r e  D i s t r i b u t i o n s  O b t a i n e d  A l o n g  B o u n d a b i e s  o f  
D e r i v e d  T r a n s i t i o n  F o r m s .
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and the likelihood of cavitation tends to be even less than antici­
pated.
The pressure distribution along the boundary for the 2 :1 chan­
nel contraction is shown in Fig. 4b for the same Reynolds numbers 
as above. The velocity distribution in the upstream channel evi­
dently affects the pressure distribution so that the pressure along 
the transition boundary is not constant and the minimum pressure 
occurs near the downstream end of the transition. Again the trend 
is to approach the theoretical pressure reduction at higher Reynolds 
numbers. However, the eddy which forms near the right angle at 
the beginning of the contraction would probably affect the pres­
sure distribution regardless of the Reynolds number.
C o m p a r is o n  w i t h  O t h e r  T r a n s i t i o n  F o r m s
F igure 4a also shows the results of a test that was made on 
a model of one of the constant-pressure transitions in an electrical- 
analogy tank. Since the electrical-analogy method is based on the 
same assumption of potential flow as is implicit in the free-stream­
line analysis, the excellent agreement with the theoretical pressure 
distribution simply verifies the technique and accuracy of the 
electrical-analogy method. However, the check allows the results 
of tests (as yet unpublished) on circular and elliptical transitions 
to be used with confidence in the comparison of transition dimen­
sions shown in Fig. 5. Although the data available from the elec- 
trical-analogy experiments are limited to a few shapes and to 
inlets from an infinite reservoir, the surmise that the dimensions 
of the constant-pressure transition are the smallest possible for a 
given minimum pressure along the boundary is upheld.
In  other studies certain bulk characteristics of axisymmetric 
flow have been found to be essentially the same as those of two- 
dimensional free-streamline flow. Two additional electrical-analogy 
tests were ru n  to investigate the theoretical performance of the 
two-dimensional free-streamline profile as an axisymmetric transi­
tion. In  one test the calculated profile for u =  0.4 was used, i.e., 
r/ ro = y / { a / 2). The dimensionless pressure parameter at the be­
ginning of the curved boundary was positive and decreased to 
about %  of the theoretical value of —0.4 close to the end of the 
transition. The higher pressures were probably due in part to the 
larger relative area at each section. In  the second test the profile
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was modified to have the same relative area a t any section, i.e.,
—  =  I y
r0 \ a / 2
A very large negative pressure, four times the theoretical, resulted 
at the beginning of the curve, with a rise to about one-half the 
theoretical in the last half of the transition, The large negative 
pressure at the beginning of the transition is probably due to the 
considerable curvature at this point. That both the area of flow 
and the boundary curvature are important in determining the 
pressure along the boundary is apparent from these results.
Pp Pmin 
pV0*/2
F i g . 5 . C o m p a r i s o n  o f  D i m e n s i o n s  o f  V a r i o u s  T y p e s  o f  T r a n s i t i o n s .
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The difference between axisymmetric and two-dimensional flow 
is such tha t a profile representing a compromise between the equal- 
curvature and equal-area profiles tested is necessary to give con­
stant pressure in axisymmetric flow. Since a mathematical tech­
nique comparable to conforma! transformations is not available, 
the general solution of the axisymmetric transition cannot be ob­
tained. Specific cases, however, can be treated by relaxation tech­
niques.
C o n c l u s i o n s
Equations have been obtained for the profiles of constant-pres- 
sure two-dimensional transitions and for the pressure distribution 
upstream  and downstream from the transition. Perhaps the greatest 
advantage of this type of transition is that the minimum pressure 
can be specified. A comparison with other forms supports the sup­
position tha t the constant-pressure transition is the smallest pos­
sible for a given minimum pressure along the transition.
The limited experiments with flowing air indicated good cor­
respondence between results of theory and of real fluid flows for 
high Reynolds numbers and for large contraction ratios. For lower 
Reynolds numbers and for smaller contraction ratios the corres­
pondence was not as good because of the effects of viscosity.
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D EFLEC TIO N  OF1 JE T S
T. SYMMETRICALLY PLA CED  V -SHAPED OBSTACLE
by
T. T. Siao and P. G. H u b b a r d *
The deflection of a free jet by a solid boundary, which has long 
been utilized to develop power from flowing water, is well suited 
to free-streamline analysis because of the dominance of inertia and 
pressure intensity in the establishment of the flow pattern. The 
design of impulse machinery utilizing this momentum change could 
be facilitated greatly if the idealized geometry of the system under 
potential flow conditions were known, because such conditions 
represent asymptotic values which are approached as the effects 
of secondary variables are decreased. W ith such information avail­
able, refinements of design could be based upon a secure knowledge 
of the fundamentals, and many rules of thumb could be replaced 
with precise quantitative data in graphical or tabular form. Spe­
cifically, if  the total angle through which the jet is deflected is 
determined for conditions of both partia l and complete interception 
by the boundary, then the principle of impulse and momentum can 
be used to compute forces or other dynamic characteristics of the 
system.
This paper and the two which follow are devoted to a determi­
nation of the angles of deflection caused by certain idealized forms 
of solid boundaries placed either symmetrically or asymmetrically 
with respect to the axis of a two-dimensional jet. These patterns of 
flow correspond to those occurring as a bucket of an impulse 
machine passes through a circular jet. In  this paper, the free- 
streamline method is used to find the angle through which a two- 
dimensional free jet will be deflected by a symmetrical V-shaped 
boundary placed on its axis.
As represented in Fig. l a  (the 2-plane), a two-dimensional je t 
with velocity Vj  and width 2a is deflected through an angle /3 by
* R esearch  A sso c ia te  a n d  R e se a rc h  E n g in e e r ,  re sp ec tiv e ly ,  Io w a  I n s t i ­
tu te  of H y d ra u l ic  R e se arc h ,  S ta te  U n iv e rs i ty  of Iowa, Io w a  City.
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the angular boundary of projected width 26. The sides of the 
boundary are inclined at an angle a relative to the original jet 
direction. In  the hodograph plane (Fig. lb ) ,  the bounding stream-
0  </3 <a, < t t
c c
b\
_ /  \
X  \
A ? 00 \
/ ^  \ |A ,  ~u
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F i g . 1 . T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  P l a n e s .
lines become a circular sector of angle a as can be shown from the 
definition relationship
_  1 dw
f  ~  v j  1 7
in which w is the complex potential. (Details of this concept are
(1)
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given in the first paper in this Bulletin.) This sector is expanded 
to a semicircle (Fig. 1c) by the transformation
r  =  r , a  ( 2 )
and finally into the usual /-plane (Fig. Id ) by the transformation 
< =  -  5  ( r  +  j )  (3 )
In  the /-plane, the flow pattern  is simply tha t for a source with 
strength aVj at A  and a sink of equal strength at T) for the flow 
occurring in the upper half of the plane. This la tter requirement 
is satisfied if the strengths of the source and sink are doubled to 
provide an image pattern in the lower half (which actually repre­
sents the omitted half of the original system). Application of the 
usual equations for a source and a sink on the real axis then results 
in the potential function (Fig. le)
w =  YiJL ^ i n ^ + c o s “ ^ — ln (< +  1 ) J  (4)
From the purely analytical viewpoint, Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and 
(4) represent the solution to the problem, because proper m anipu­
lation of the variables will yield values of the velocity at any point 
in the physical plane. The explicit solution of these simultaneous 
algebraic and differential equations as they stand is quite involved, 
however, and the complexity of detail can be mitigated consider­
ably by the introduction of an auxiliary variable r, defined by
r  =  f 1'" (5)
and two positive integers m  and n (n  <  m) such that
n
a — — x
m
Then, from Eq. (1)
_  1 dw _  1 dw d t  d$' d$
~ Vi T  “ vJY ~dt IF W  T t  dT
and substitution of the appropriate derivatives from Eqs. (2-5) 
yields
_  SlU  r _____ - _____________I __________- __ "1
w  \ _ T m __ g i f i m / n ' T m — g - t ' 0 m / n  T m  —  J J
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The resolving of this equation into partia l fractions results in
- l ( 2 r « +  0) g —»'(2r a — 0)
j — g t (2 ra -i- 0) / n T —gt(2 ra-0) /n
2 e - ' 2ra
T _pi ra / n d  t  ( 6 )
Integration of this equation between proper limits will give the 
coordinates in the 2-plane of any point corresponding to assigned 
values of a and /3 and of £. The differences in the coordinates of 
points B  and C, for example, can be found by noting that, for the 
points B  and G,
f B = 0  , f c = e * °
o r
tb — 0 r c — p i a / n
Thus, since B  is the origin in the s-plane, integration of Eq. (6 ) 
between the limits of 0 and etafn gives the coordinates of point G :
n m_1 (
Z C =  —  ]  g - t ' ( 2 r a +  0 )  I n  [ 1  —  g t ' ( a - 2 r < x -  0 ) / n ]
*  7^  1
g - » ' ( 2 r a -  0) Jj j  —  g t ( a - 2 r a + 3 ) / n ]
— 2 e - ' 2ra In [ 1 — e»'(“-*>■<*)/»] j
The imaginary p a r t  of this equation is the ^/-coordinate of point G, 
which is equal in absolute value to the distance denoted as b in the 
s-p lane:
r = 1 
m — l
2 rn  I 2 r —1
s i n ------ 7r < — c o sB In  c o s ----------
m l  I m
8  |
7T — cos— + 21nsin 2 r — 1 2m r \
, U V 1 2 r n  .
+ — > ,c o s ------ir sin 8 In
7r z - '  m
r =  0
. 1 / 2 r — 1 8 \
sm ~ I ——— tv-----)2 V m n /
s m  2
( î r r i I + 2 )
\  m n  /
+ a ( l  — cos/3) (7)
Vertical bars in Eq. (7) indicate that absolute values are to be used.
Although analysts have already presented general solutions of 
je t  interceptions, and Cisotti [20] has completely solved the par­
ticular case of the normal plate, the method presented herein is 
considered more direct and the integrated solution is completed 
for the general case in Eq. (7). From  this equation, values of b/a 
corresponding to assumed values of 8  have been computed for
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various values of a. The results are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, and 
several items of interest are immediately apparent. For example, 
a boundary with a projected width of twice the jet thickness can­
not cause deflections greater than 90°, regardless of the angle at 
which it is placed. Similar conclusions could also be drawn for 
other relative width ratios. On the other hand, if the projected 
width of the boundary is four times the jet thickness, then the
F i g . 2. E f f e c t  o f  B o u n d a r y  W i d t h  o n  J e t  D e f l e c t i o n .
je t deflection will be nearly complete ( f t —>«) for all angles. This 
means, of course, that further widening of the deflector will increase 
the force exerted by only a small am ount; the amount of possible 
increase is indicated by the 45-degree line corresponding to an 
infinitely wide deflector (Fig. 3).
In  order to compare the results of this calculation with those 
observed for real axisymmetric flows, experiments were conducted 
in which a high-velocity circular jet of water was deflected by cir­
cular disks of various diameters (corresponding to a = n / 2 ).
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Larger values of a would be used in an impulse machine, of course, 
but the normal disk is readily made and causes deflections which 
can be measured with an accuracy sufficient for comparison with 
computed values. The deflection fi caused by each of three disks 
was measured from photographs taken with a camera mounted 
vertically above the disk to minimize errors due to the effect of 
gravity upon the stream.
Because the phenomenon under study is prim arily one of 
momentum change, and because the area ra ther than the width 
enters linearly into momentum equations, it seems plausible that 
the area ratio  should have more significance than the diameter 
ratio in comparing the axisymmetric experimental system with the 
two-dimensional analytic system. In  the latter, of course, the areal 
and linear ratios are identical. In  accordance with this concept, 
measured values of the deflection /3 have been included in Fig. 2,.
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the ratio of disk area to jet cross-sectional area having been used 
as the abscissa. From these points, it can be concluded that the 
deflector is less effective than computed values would indicate, and 
th a t there is an increasing discrepancy between computed and 
measured values as the area of the deflector increases. Comparative 
values of the momentum change are 96, 90, and 83 percent of the 
predictions for area ratios of 0.5, 1, and 2, respectively.
The correspondence between the measured values and the com­
puted ones is illustrative of the degree of correlation between the 
idealized two-dimensional flows and comparable real flows of prac­
tical significance. As already indicated in the first paper of this 
series, the reasons for a lack of complete agreement can be deter­
mined by finding the ways in which the experimental system fails 
to meet the assumptions made in the mathematical analysis. In  
addition to the probable modifications of the flow pattern  intro­
duced by using an axisymmetric system ra ther than one of two 
dimensions only, it can be expected that viscous, gravitational, and 
possibly capillary effects may modify the flow to a measurable 
degree. Although the magnitude of the effects of these ignored 
parameters is difficult to determine, it can be shown that their 
influence in each case is in the proper direction to help account for 
the discrepancy actually found. F or example, curvature of the 
path  lines of the deflected sheet due to gravitational acceleration 
will decrease the apparent angle of deflection, and extraction of 
energy from the system by viscous friction at the deflector and at 
the large water-air interface will decelerate the flow and conse­
quently decrease the angle of deflection. Capillary attraction at 
the solid-liquid-gas juncture where separation occurs should be 
small, bu t nonetheless will act to bend the flow in the direction 
measured, and surface tension in the deflected conical sheet will 
tend to resist the necessary increase in total area with distance as 
required by continuity principles applied to the axisymmetric case. 
This latter effect in particular would increase rapidly as the de­
flection angle becomes greater, and may account for the larger 
discrepancy found at larger angles.
In  conclusion, the information made available and the close 
correlation between the results of free-streamline analysis and 
those of experiment are enough to w arrant the recommendation 
of this method as a valuable supplement to existing methods em­
ployed in engineering design. Care must, of course, be exercised
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in interpreting the results of computations of a two-dimensional 
flow pattern  for a real system which is axisymmetric, as illustrated 
by the use of areal ratios ra ther than linear ratios in comparing 
the present results. For a system in which the flow pattern  is 
determined prim arily by inertia and pressure intensity, a knowl­
edge of the true potential conditions is a valuable asset in assessing 
the effects of secondary variables and hence in judging what im­
provements are possible through reduction of secondary effects. 
In  relation to the problem of Pelton-wheel design, it has been shown 
that the angle through which the jet is deflected can be substan­
tially less than the angle of the bucket lip, approaching the latter 
value only if the projected area of the bucket is at least four times 
the je t area. This means that the bucket should be quite deep for 
practical angles of deflection, and that the bucket spacing may be 
affected. A combination of the results presented herein and those 
of the following two papers may prove valuable for further study 
of the Pelton-wheel design.
A p p e n d i x
In  the preceding analysis the problem of a jet striking a wedge- 
shaped obstacle was solved by the method of conformal mapping. 
In  that analysis the jet in consideration was free in the sense that 
it was not confined by any rigid boundary before it struck the 
object. However, in some applications of the preceding calculation, 
the approaching jet is not everywhere free but is rather confined 
in a pipe or channel. W ith the introduction of a straight boundary 
BC, Fig. 4, the jet is no longer entirely free and the solution must 
be modified accordingly.
In  Fig. 4, a confined jet of half width b with an initial velocity 
V 0 proceeds towards the right, meets the barrier A E  having an angle 
of inclination a to the direction of the approaching jet, and deflects 
through an angle j3. The pattern  obtained by revolving the figure 
about the axis A B  corresponds to that of an axially symmetric flow 
through a cone valve [21], The discharge coefficient is a function 
of the angle a, the opening s, and the dimension S.
Application of Eqs. (1) and (2) transforms the flow in the
2-plane into that within a half circle in the i-plane, with a source 
of strength 2d\',  at point B  and a sink of equal strength at point D.
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The complex potential for the source and sink and their images 
in the real axis and in the circle is
tr L ( f ' — cT/“) ( f '— c - 'r/a) J  
in which c =  d/b.  By virtue of Eqs. (1), (2), and (8 ),
1 f  1 , 1 [ 1 dw d f '  , .
/ r ____I________I___
o; J L £tt/oc— (.!!•/“ 7^1-/«— Q—ir/a
-I--------- -1--------- 1---------- --------- .1 f(r/a)-2 >- (9)
' ^ r r / a _  g i f f i r / a ~  ^ - i r / a _  g - i  ( S r / o J  » W
I f  the substitutions
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a  =  —  tt , t  —  f 1/ "
TO ’
are again made, to and n  being any integers provided that m >  n, 
then Eq. (9) reduces to
_  md r r  1 _  1
Z ~  T J |_ Tm _ cr/a Tm _ c- r /a
“I- ----------- „ ■ - - } - --------------- r m _ 1j ? n __g i  p7r/ a  1 — 1 p 7r/ a j
r  t -- 1/) — i2 ra p p  — i ' i r a
1*2 r a / n
_ c y i  n  c~1e~ t2ra _  ce~ ’2
T — c i / n e i 2 r a / n ~  T _ c - l / n (
r = 0
g - i ( 2 r a + ( S )  g - i ( 2 r a -  0)  l
T — g t ' ( 2 r a +  0 J / n  r — g i ( 2 m  -  0 ) / n (  ^  T ( 1 0 )
The integration of Eq. (10) carried out from r =  0 to r =  1 or to 
t  =  e ia/n gives values of 2^  or 2g, respectively. The real part of sc 
is equal to b cot a —s, and the imaginary part of z is equal to 
S —f— The final results are two equations expressing s and 8, 
respectively, as functions of c, a, and fi.
For the special case of a =  tt/4, to is 4 and «  is 1; the final 
results are
— (cos i<3 — sin /3) In tan  ^  -f- /3^
+  (cos/3 + sin /3) In tan  ^ ( t  — i®) +  ircos/3 
+  ( ~ + c )  t a n h - * ^ 2C+ ( i -  c) t a n - ^ ^  (11)
and
— 2 cos/3 In tan  2sin/3 hi tan  — ( ^ —
+  7r(cos/3 +  s i n / 3 ) + 2 ^  +  c^ tan h -1 c +  2 ^  — c ) ta n _1c (12)
the values of the arctangent being taken between 0 and v/2.  As 
s —> oo, c -» 1, and from Eqs. (11) and (12), one obtains
— ~  =  (cos/3 —sin /3) In tan  -f  /3^
+  (cos /3 +  sin /3) In tan  ^ ( ^ — $ ) +  ’rcos^ —2 ln ta n ^  (13)
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which corresponds with what has been derived before without the
boundary BC.  For another extreme ease, s —» 0 and c —» 0, all dimen­
sions must be expressed in ratios to s. Equations (11) and (12) 
reduce to
— d^ * =  (cos^~sin/3) In tan  +  $)
4- (cos /3 +  sin /3) In tan  ~ |  — ^j+Trcos/3 + 4  \ / 2  (14)
and
7T“  =  2cos/3 In tan  2sin/3 In tan
+  7r(cos /3 +  sin/3)+ 4  (15)
The above analysis constitutes the preliminary investigation 
leading to the discussion by one of the writers of the paper “ Char­
acteristics of Fixed Dispersion Cone Valves”  [21]. In  tha t dis­
cussion the evaluation of the discharge coefficient for cone valves 
by an analysis of the corresponding plane flow and a comparison 
of the calculated results with the test ones are given in detail; in 
the following, only its essential points are given.
The discharge coefficient is obtained by dividing the discharge 
by the product of the flow area and \ / 2 gH.  P u t in equation form,
C =  Q-----  (16)
A y /  2 g H
in which A  is the area of efflux and H  is the total head. For the two- 
dimensional flow the corresponding discharge coefficient is d/s .
A logical approach to the adaptation of these results for plane 
flow to the determination of the discharge coefficient for the cor­
responding three-dimensional flow is to assume that corresponding 
ratios between the initial and the final area of the je t are the same 
in each case (as they were found to be for the orifice [15]). That is,
„ d the ultimate value of w(2i rr )  ,C =  -  = ---------------- ;----= - ------ ------  ^ (17)
s s ( 2 ttB B ' )
in which w is the thickness of the three-dimensional jet at a certain 
point and r  the distance from that point to the x-axis.
The values of C and ji have been plotted in Fig. 5 against s /D,
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(which is equal to s / 2 b ) . A  mean curve has been drawn for the 
test results obtained by Messrs. E lder and Dougherty. The cor­
respondence between the test results and those of the analysis is 
fairly  good for values of s / D  up to about 0.3.
The present problem has been treated by G-reenhill [22, pp. 
26-29] who gave the essential steps of the solution. However, the 
solution presented in the foregoing is much simpler and has been 
carried to the numerical stage.
Ttleoretic;\ 1 c
s
\ \
Experiment al C
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D EFLEC TIO N  OF JE T S
II. SYMMETRICALLY PLACED LJ-SHAPED OBSTACLE
by
T u r g u t  S a r p k a y a *
As an alternative to the approximation of a bucket on a Pelton 
wheel in the preceding paper, a channel-shaped deflector can be 
considered. As pointed out by Grreenhill [21], a shape for which 
the irrotational flow pattern  can be computed is a symmetrical 
plate w ith two right-angled bends which would be tangent to the 
usual bucket as shown in Fig. 1. This approximation in conjunc­
tion with tha t presented in the preceding paper should provide an 
insight into the relative importance of the bucket geometry in a 
determination of the angle through which the jet is deflected.
As indicated in Fig. 2a, a jet of width 2d  impinges on a t_]-shap- 
ed boundary with web height 2a and flange width b, and each half 
of the jet is deflected through an angle tt — ¡3. F rom  the Bernoulli
equation the velocity of approach Vj  of the incident je t is seen to 
be the same as the asymptotic velocity of the deflected jets, and 
from the equation of continuity the thickness of each of the de­
*Research Assistant, Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, State 
University of Iowa, Iowa City.
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fleeted jets is seen to be precisely d. The total force exerted by 
the fluid on the solid boundary can be computed from the mo­
mentum principle once the angle of inclination ¡3 of the deflected 
jets, which depends only on a / d  and b/d,  is known. Thus, defini­
tion of the relationship
8 =  f ( a / d  , b / d )  (1)
9
ß i
T2 E
V ( b )  i l - p l a n e
B A F E
D
( c ) w - plane
-1 -k 0 +k +1 f
cT ^ e  F A ~ B  C 
( d)  t - p l a n e
F i g . 2 .  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  P l a n e s .
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is the main objective of the present investigation. For. convenience, 
the point of maximum ,velocity along the solid boundary between 
E  and A  is designated by the letter F.
If, as in the other papers contained in this Bulletin, z and w  
are used for the complex variable and the complex potential, then 
the variable £ defined as d w / d z  is given by
f  =  — u + i v  =  — qe~ie ( 2 )
in which u and v  are the velocity components in the x- and i/-direc- 
tions, q is the magnitude of the velocity vector, and 6 is its  angle 
of inclination.
If  the variable fi,
fi =  In ( —-y) =  “  lri:p ; + t e (3)
is introduced, the flow region in the physical plane (Fig. 2a) can 
be mapped onto a corresponding region in the fi-plane, as indicated 
in Fig. 2b. This latter region is in tu rn  mapped onto the upper half 
of the auxiliary ¿-plane.
As indicated in Fig. 2d, the values — 1, 0, and 1 are assigned 
to the points D, F,  and B  in the ¿-plane. The values of ¿ for E,  A  
and C can be denoted by — ft, ft, and f,  respectively, those for E  
and A  being of equal magnitude and opposite signs due to sym­
metry. The desired mapping between fi and t is then achieved by 
the use of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation
^ r A t d t  A  V I - f t 2+  y / l - t 2
J ( t2- k 2) \ / l - f c 2 V ^ - f t 2
in which A  is found to be \ / l  — ft2 by substituting into the equa­
tion the coordinates of the point B  in the two planes, positive values 
having been assigned to the radicals between D  and E.
Because of the singularities at t =  ±  ft and a t t  — z t  1, the 
function O given by Eq. (4) must be evaluated with reference to 
a path (as shown in Fig. 2d) which has semi-circular indentations 
at each of these points, real values being assigned to O along DE.  
As can be readily verified, Eq. (4) transforms the upper half of 
the ¿-plane into the region in the fi-plane shown in Fig. 2b. In  p ar­
ticular, it will be noticed tha t
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V 1 - W +  V I - p  . . V P - 1
i p =  In  ----------------------- rrr---------  =  1 s ln  — ,\ / J 2 — k2 V P - k -
so that
» -  - J j f e T i  l5>
In  the limiting case, k =  0, and the last formula gives /  =  sec /3.
The complex potential w  can he expressed in terms of / by the 
method of sources and sinks:
V j d [ l n ( i - / )  - I n  (2 +  1 ) ]
From this relationship and from the definition of £,
=  Y j A  f 1 ____i - i
7r J t i t -  f  t +  l Jf L t - f :
so that, from Eqs. (3) and (4),
d t
ZA —  Ze  =  ia =  —  J i  (6)7r
in which
7 _ f +y j 3Z_+vE 5 :f r 1 1 1 7,
1 J _ k V k 2- t 2 L i —/  i + l J
Similarly,
z A — z B = b  =  -  72 (7)7T
in which
f  V i - k -  +  V i - r -  \r  1 , 1 i
f+1 V t 2- k 2 1L< +  1"1 f - t J72  — k " ^  i + / - ¿ J
The integrals Zj and / 2 are evaluated in the Appendix. If  various 
values are assigned for /  and the corresponding values of ¿8, a. 
and b can be calculated from Eqs. (5), (6 ), and (7). The results 
are presented graphically in Fig. 3.
A solution for the limiting case of an infinitely deep bucket 
can be obtained without recourse to complicated analysis. In this 
instance, the velocity is zero at the bottom of the cup and the
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pressure is correspondingly pVj2/ 2. The momentum equation (with 
reference to Fig. 2a) for the ^-direction is thus
2PVj2d  -f- 2p V f d  cos fi =  PV f a
or
a =  2 <7.(1 +  cos/?) (8 )
which is a limiting form of Eq. (6 ). I t  follows that the maximum 
value of a / d  is 4 for this special case, as was also noted in the 
preceding paper in which this limit was considered as the 180° 
Y-shaped deflector. Another limiting case is that of the simple flat 
plate which is approached as b tends toward zero.
In  experiments conducted by Mr. DeHaven, observations were 
made of the angle through which jets were deflected by variously 
proportioned cups of cylindrical shape. These are compared with 
the values calculated for two-dimensional flows in Fig. 3. In  spite 
of the fact that the experiments were performed for flow with 
axial symmetry whereas the theoretical calculations are based on 
two-dimensional flow, the agreement between the results obtained
a / d
F i g .  3 .  A n g l e  o f  D e f l e c t i o n  a s  a  F u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  D i m e n s i o n s  
o f  t h e  O b s t a c l e .
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from experiments and those calculated from theory, equal area 
ratios being assumed, is excellent.
Professor H. T. Muhly of the mathematics department suggested 
methods for the evaluation of the integrals encountered. Mr. T. T. 
Siao familiarized the author with the problem, and the Editors 
assisted extensively in the preparation of the manuscript.
A p p e n d i x
The integral can be decomposed into five component inte­
grals :
*+k
h =  V l - k 2 f
dt
Lk (i +  i ) V f c 2- < 2 
+k
+  v i - k *  f  , ,  . r . s m .................................BdtL k ( f - t ) V k ^  '
c
--Hr
dt
+  ( 1 + / )  f  * / (  ( 1 _  « ' I ..........................^L k \ / ( f c 2- i 2) ( i - < 2) 
dt
k
+k
Lk T p - t 2) u - < 2)
in which A,  B,  and G are elementary integrals and can be taken 
from tables, and
l i ,  being the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, is given in 
tables of elliptic functions for various values of k. Thus only the 
integral E  remains to be evaluated. I f  the following substitutions 
are made,
, (|) = M » fc2== m
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one lias
(9)
111 \v/hich
F { x , » , m )  ( 1 _ M72K/ ^ _ r2 ) (1 _ mr2)
is an elliptic integral of the th ird  kind. Unfortunately, this integral 
has not been tabulated, so that one is obliged to express it in 
terms of other functions.
If  one writes r =  sn (u, k) and x =  sn (y,  k) ,  in  which sn (u, k) 
is an elliptic function of Jacobi defined implicitly by
'•sn  (u , k )
______ rfs______
0 \ / (  1 —S2) ( 1 —F s 2)
then the integral F  {x, ¡x, m) becomes
J f V  r vf ______ cn u dn  u du________ I _____ du_
0 ( 1 — fj. sn2 u)  \ / c n ! u dn2 u J Ql  — n s n 2 u
- /x sn2 u
in which sn u is written for sn (u, k ) . I f  a new quantity  c is de­
fined by
fx =  m sn2 (c, k)  =  m sn2 c
so that
then
with
c =  sn-
( 7 . * )
/ ‘ “  d '‘ = ----------- 1 . — n ( » , c )  ( 1 1 )1 — n sn2 u m sn c c n c  d n c
„ ,  . r y m sn c en c dn  c sn2 « ,
11(2/ c) =  / ------:---------- r ------;--------duJ  1 — m sn2 c sn2 u
0
-»*<«,*)+ 1 1" [Irf+fy]
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in which Z  (c , k ) and  0  are respectively the Zeta-function and the 
Theta-function of Jacobi. Since the function 9  (y , c) is an even 
function with the periods K  and K '  given by
k ' .  s n - . ( i, v r ^ F )
one has
O ( K  — c) =  9  ( K  c)
so that
n ( K , c ) = K Z ( c J c ) + ± l n ®i(f<- Cj ) = K Z ( c , k )  (12)
Thus, from Eqs. (9) to (12), one obtains, on putting  y  =  K,
E =  2 K  I" 1H-------- M_^ (  c, k)  ------j
/  L w sn c cn c dn c J
Since
sn2(c ,& )-f cn2(c, k) = 1  , dn2(c, k)  + m  sn2(c, k)  = 1  
cn (c , f c ) = - ^ ~ —-  , s n ( c ,  f c ) = y
dn  ( c , k ) = ^ £ ~ ~  > sc( c, fc) =  
one has, finally,
e =  2 A  Tl +  — /  z  -(-c; A L -=~|
/  L V P - l V P - k 2 J
and the evaluation of / t is completed: 
h = r  ±  +  2 ( 1 + / )  A
in which the plus or minus sign is used depending on whether /  is 
greater than 1 or less than — 1 . Similarly, the evaluation of the 
integral / 2, for both negative and positive values of the parameter 
f ,  can be accomplished. The results a r e :
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12 =  — ln( 1 — y / l  — k2) — 2 tan h -1 \ j 1 -  k 1 +  fc
 ^ V l —k 2 , , , V/(/ + fc)(l — k)  t n  , n r r , 
2 \ f p ^ W ta V(/-fc)(l + fc)
with the same convention for signs.
For numerical calculations, use has been made of the tables of 
Jacobian elliptic functions by Milne-Thomson [23]. A n account of 
the theory of Jacobian elliptic functions can be found in [24],
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D EFLEC TIO N  OF JE T S  
IT I. UNSYMMETRICALLY PLACED SE M I-IN FIN ITE PLATE
by
S i m o n  I n c e * a n d  C l a r k  D e H a v e n *
Deflection of a jet by a plate is a problem in hydraulic engineer­
ing for which a theoretical solution can be obtained only in very 
particular instances. The method of calculation of the force exerted 
by a jet impinging perpendicularly on a plate of infinite dimensions 
is shown in most textbooks of fluid mechanics. Mathematical trea t­
ment of similar problems for somewhat more complex circumstances, 
however, is not possible, and acceptable approximations must be
F i g . 1 .  C u s t o m a r y  C o n c e p t i o n  o f  J e t  D i v i s i o n  b y  P e l t o n - W h e e l  B u c k e t s .
made unless experimental data are available. Thus, in the con­
ventional design of a Pelton wheel it is expedient, for want of more 
accurate information, to assume that the portion of the jet deflected 
by the bucket is in simple proportion to the penetration of the 
bucket, and that the remainder of the jet continues in a straight 
line, as shown in Fig. 1.
A theoretical analysis of the two-dimensional counterpart of 
this problem should shed some light on the general problem and 
possibly be of some value to turbine designers. Although there is
*Research Associates, Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, State 
University of Iowa, Iowa City.
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no mathematical justification for the application of these theoretical 
results to actual three-dimensional flows, this approach seemed 
promising in view of the fortuitous correspondence between results 
of theory for two-dimensional flows and those of experiments for 
three-dimensional flows which has been noted previously in the 
cases of contraction coefficients for cone valves, orifices, and mani­
folds.
The conditions of flow" in a Pelton wheel indicated in Fig. 1 
can be approximated if the flow is considered to be two-dimen­
sional and the buckets to be simple flat plates. Considered in this 
analysis is the general case of a two-dimensional jet impinging on 
a semi-infinite flat plate, as indicated schematically in Fig. 2a in 
which
a is the thickness of the initial jet,
cl is the perpendicular penetration of the plate into the jet, 
y is the angle which the plate makes with the horizontal, 
b is the thickness of the guided portion of the deflected jet, 
f3 is the ultimate angle, measured counter-clockwise, which 
the free portion of the jet makes with the horizonal, and
V„ is the velocity of the jet at infinity.
The ratio of the division of flow b/a  and the ultimate angle of 
the jet fi are to be defined in terms of the penetration <1 at various 
inclinations of the plate.
From the energy principle it is seen that the velocities at A,  
B,  and E  (each of which is at an infinite distance from D)  must all 
be equal for irrotational flow. From  application of the momentum 
equation in the direction parallel to the plate, the relationship
b -f- (a — b) cos (/? - f  y) — « cos y =  0 ( 1 )
is obtained.
From Fig. 2a a geometrical relationship between b, d, and fi 
can be found:
d =  a — f  d y  — a — ( a  — b)  cos/3 +  k (2)
in which the contour integration is performed along D E A ,  and 
k =  f d y  +  f  d y
D E  E A
As shown in the following calculation, it is convenient to calculate
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d  indirectly from Eq. (2) ra ther than to assign values to it. For 
a given angle y, a division of flow is assumed and the angle y3 is
s B
0 A
(tt/2  - n
3 E
lïï-yï D
( b )  Q - p l a n e  
t
E D C B A
e = i/cos (/6+^ ) “ I | +1 f= 1/ cosy
fc) 1 - plane
1i r—vy=( a - b ) Vq
E D ! oIIX
C
v-Y=-bV0
i d  ! w  -  p l a n e  
F i g .  2 .  C o n f o r m a i ,  M a p p i n g  P l a n e s .
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determined from the momentum relationship. I f  the value of k for 
this particular case can be calculated in terms of a, b, y, and /?, 
then Eq. (2) yields the corresponding value of d. Thus the prob­
lem is reduced to the determination of k.
Prom Fig. 2a, d y  =  sin 8 ds, 0 being the variable angle of in­
clination of the jet and s being measured along the contour. Then, 
along D E  and E A ,  V t)ds =  —d <j>, in which <^> is the velocity poten­
tial, and one has
, ~ sin# , ~ sin0 , sk =  -  f  - j y -  d<t> — J> d <j> (3)
DE ’ 0 EA r 0
Geometricallj", k is the distance between the horizontal line through 
T) and the horizontal asymptote to the streamline E A  after E A  is 
shifted a distance a ~ b  in a direction normal to the inclined asymp­
totes of D E  and EA.  In  region A  this shifting results in the lower 
streamline being moved upwards a vertical distance equal to 
(a ~ b ) cos/3. The integration depends upon the expression of <f> in 
terms of 6, and this is accomplished by the use of conformal trans ­
formations.
The logarithmic hodograph of the flow pattern, denoted as the
O-plane and shown in Fig. 2b, is obtained from the relationship,
Q = - l n  §r +  id (4)
y o
in which q is the magnitude of the variable velocity vector and 0 
the angle that it makes with the horizontal. The interior of the 
semi-infinite strip of the O-plane is mapped onto the upper half 
of the i-plane (Fig. 2c) by means of a Schwarz-Christoffel trans ­
formation, the connecting relationship being
=  —i  cos-1 — +  i  y  (5)
The .w-plane is shown in Fig. 2d. The transform ation equation 
between the it'-plane and the i-plane is obtained directly from the 
complex potentials for sources and sinks, point A being considered 
as a source of strength 2 a V0 and points B  and E  as sinks of 
strengths 2 bV0 and 2 (a ~ b ) V 0, respectively:
w =  ^  jb  ln ( i— 1) +  ( a  — b)  ln(<— e) —a In ( t —f )  |  + M  (6) 
in which M is a complex constant. A fter introducing the relation­
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ship dw =  d4> id<p and noting that along a streamline dip =  0, 
and hence dw =  d<j>, one can write the contour integral as
, _,,sin0 ,K =  — J> dw  
V o
I f  dw  is replaced by the corresponding value from Eq. (6 ), the 
expression for k becomes
, 1 „ ( 6 , a —b a ) ,,k = - - J _ m n O  rf* (7)
Also, since <? =  F 0 along the free streamlines, i2 is simply id for 
all points 011 I)E and D E  from Eq. (4).
Introduction of this value into Eq. (5) and solution for t yield 
the relationship,
t — sec (y — 9) (8 )
which is valid for all points on the free streamlines. If  now the 
values of t  in Eq. (7) are expressed in terms of 9 from Eq. (8 ), 
the limits of integration for 9 (y—tt and 0) taken from the ii-plane, 
and the resulting expression integrated, the value obtained is
, 1 (, . . 2b . 2 [a (l +  cosy) — 26]k — —\ b  s in7  In , . ------ r—iiT+  asinycosy  In — r y - - ---- !---- r----7r( a ( l  +  cosY) —26 6 ( 1  +  cosy)
— ^a — 6^ cos 7  sin (^ ¡3 +  7 ^ ln^cos 7  +  co t^  sin 7 ^ | (9)
in which
!o  , _  V a (  I-C O S7 ) [a (  1 +  cos7 ) - 2 6 ]  
sm \ p ~r y  ) — ,
a 0
D i s c u s s i o n  o f  R e s u l t s
Equation (9) has been evaluated for various divisions of flow 
and for plate angles equal to 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°. 
The corresponding values of plate penetration and deflection angle 
are presented in graphical form, with 6/ a  and /3 plotted against 
d / a  (Figs. 3 and 4).
I t  was noted with considerable concern at first that for very 
small values of b/a,  the penetrations of the plate d / a  were small 
negative values. Since a thorough check of the calculations revealed 
no errors, fu rthe r confirmation was sought by comparison with
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
d / a
F i g . 3. F l o w  D i v i s i o n  a s  a  F u n c t i o n  o f  P l a t e  P e n e t r a t i o n .
the results of Love [25], who treated the general case of the oblique 
impact of a jet upon a finite lamina. Following the method indi­
cated by Love, the equations of the free streamlines were calcu­
lated for the case of 7 =  ir/2 , and the value of the penetration
d / a
F ig . 4 . D e f l e c t i o n  A n g l e  a s  a  F u n c t i o n  o f  P l a t e  P e n e t r a t i o n .
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c o m p u t e d .  I d e n t i c a l  n e g a t i v e  p e n e t r a t i o n s  Avere o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h i s  
i n d e p e n d e n t  c h e c k .
The physical anomaly of a finite division of flow by a plate 
lying outside the path  of the jet assumes an immediate significance, 
however, if  it is considered that the negative of the complex func­
tion w  also satisfies the Laplacian equations. The physical inter­
pretation of the negative iv function corresponds to a reversal of
0,25
0,20
b i / a  0,15 
and
d m i n / a  O'  I 0
0,05
° 0 °  20 °  4 0 °  60° 80° 100° 120° 140° 160° 180°
X
F i g .  5. V a r i a t i o n s  o f  6  .¿/a, Pi a n d  dmin/a  w i t h  y
the direction of flow. The resulting physical phenomenon in the 
case under consideration is then that of a free jet joining a guided 
jet near the end of the guiding plate, the combined flow continu­
ing as a horizontal free jet. As can be seen from the several graphs, 
there is a limit to the so-called “ negative penetration”  determined 
by the requirement of the continuity and momentum relationships. 
The variation of d,„in with y is shown in Fig. 5.
The behavior of b / a  and ft in tlie region of negative penetration
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is indicated in Fig. 6, which is drawn to a greatly enlarged scale. 
I t  can be clearly seen that as b / a  increases from 0 to 0.02, d / a  
decreases first to its minimum value of —0.00243, and then increases 
to 0. From this point on, the analysis can be considered to repre­
sent the problem posed at the outset of this investigation. The 
physical explanation of this phenomenon is that an infinitesimal 
penetration e causes a finite initial angle of deflection fti and a
0,02
b /a
0,01
0
- 0 ,00 2  - 0,001  0 
d /a
F i g .  6. D e f l e c t i o n  A n g l e  a n d  D i v i s i o n  o f  F l o w  f o e  N e g a t i v e  
P e n e t r a t i o n s  (y =  9 0 ° ) .
finite initial division of flow bi/a. F igure 5 contains a plot of 
values of /?» and bi / a  as functions of the plate angle y.
In  the region of positive penetration there is, for a given y, 
an asymptotic limit to the deflection angle p  and the corresponding 
division of flow as the penetration is increased to infinity (Figs. 
3 and 4), these limits having been determined fo r the various plate 
angles by means of the momentum relationship.
An attempt was made to verify experimentally the results ob­
tained by theoretical analysis. A jet of water with a nominal 
diameter of 1.5 inches was penetrated by a plate, and the division 
of flow and angle of deflection were measured. Since the momentum 
relationship is the determining factor, the area ratio of the divided
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
je t was substituted for the b/ a  ratio of the two-dimensional case.
Although the experimental results verify the general trends of 
the analysis (Figs. 3 and 4), there are, nevertheless, discrepancies 
of as much as 50% from the predicted values. P a rt  of these can be 
attributed to the crudities of the experimental arrangement, al­
though it is recognized that a significant source of error may well 
lie in the inherent differences between two- and three-dimensional 
flows. Thus the fortuitous correspondence between two-dimensional 
theory and its three-dimensional counterpart which has been en­
countered in other investigations does not materialize in this 
instance.
However, it is obvious from analysis and experiment that neither 
of the two common assumptions mentioned in the introduction to 
this paper is valid. That is, in considering the flow into Pelton- 
wlieel buckets, (a) the division of flow b / a  is not in simple pro­
portion to the penetration d/a ,  and (b) the unguided portion of 
the jet does not continue in the same straight line, but is deflected 
through a considerable angle. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, the portion 
of the je t not caught by bucket A  is generally assumed to be caught 
by bucket B,  whereas, due to the deflection of the jet, it  may actual­
ly miss the wheel entirely.
In  view of the uncertainties of the applicability of the simpli­
fied theory to the complex shapes of Pelton-wheel buckets, and in 
view of the lack of complete experimental confirmation throughout 
the full range of the analysis, no positive recommendations can be 
made until more representative analyses and complete experiments 
are available. Nevertheless, despite the lack of general quantitative 
results for circular jets striking buckets on Pelton wheels, the man­
ner in which a jet is divided and deflected has been indicated 
qualitatively as a guide for design.
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MANIFOLD E F F L U X
by
A r t h u r  T o c h * a n d  R o b e r t  W .  M o o r m a n **' 
I n t r o d u c t io n
In  navigation locks and turbine scroll cases, w ater is often sup­
plied to the lock chamber or to the turbine through a manifold 
system. The resultant flows have been the subject of many model 
studies for the solving of specific design problems or the obtaining 
of general information regarding the flow phenomena involved. 
Also, mathematical treatment of manifold flow was made by 
McNown and Hsu [12] in which certain phases of the flow were 
evaluated.
A manifold can be represented in its simplest form by an open­
ing in the wall of a straight conduit. The lateral can thus be elimi­
nated or a lip of any length can be added. This representation cor­
responds to some forms of constructions actually used [26] and 
was the basis for the analysis by McNown and Hsu. A different 
type of manifold is also used, in which the conduit changes in cross 
section either in steps at each lateral or continuously over most of 
its length [27]. The analysis in this paper pertains to this step­
ped form for the particular case of the infinitely long lateral. Cor­
relation of the results of the mathematical treatment with experi­
mentally obtained values for these manifolds is also discussed.
M a t h e m a t i c a l  A n a l y s i s
A view of the two-dimensional manifold is shown in the 2-plane 
of Fig. 1. Flow with velocity V b occurs in the conduit of width b. 
P art of the flow enters the infinitely long lateral through an open­
ing of width a and attains, after contraction of the flow section to
*Research Associate, Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, State  
University of Iowa, Iowa City.
**Now Associate Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, Clemson 
Agricultural College, Clemson, South Carolina.
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Cca at infinity, a velocity Yj.  The remainder of the flow continues 
in a conduit of width c and attains an ultimate velocity V c. The 
difference between the initial and final widths of the conduit is 
denoted by d.
Evidently, the evaluation of a coefficient of contraction Cc 
and of a velocity ratio  Vc/ Y b as functions of the boundary 
geometry is the prim ary objective of the present investigation. The 
boundary geometry is expressed by the ratios a/b  and d/b ,  so that 
the desired functions are
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
Cc =  f i  ( a / b , d / b )
and
V o / V B =  f 2 {a/b,  d / b )
In  order to determine these relationships, the complex function 
w  must be defined as a function of z ;  the manifold shown in the 
3-plane is thus related to a simpler shape, the infinite rectangle of 
the w-plane. Two intermediate planes are needed to obtain this 
indirect mathematical relationship. The first of these intermediate 
planes is the logarithmic hodograph or fi-plane of Fig. 1. The 
velocities along the boundaries of the 2-plane are plotted through 
use of the definition equation
In this equation q / V j  is the ratio of any velocity in the 2-plane to 
the final jet velocity in that plane, and 0 is the angle formed 
between the velocity vector and the «-axis.
In  the other intermediate plane, the /-plane, the boundary of 
the flow is prescribed to coincide with the real axis. Thus the 
Schwarz-Christoffel transformation can be used, which here takes 
the form
The semi-infinite rectangle of the fl-plane now becomes the upper 
half of the ¿-plane. Three points can be arb itrarily  located in this 
plane. Points A  and E  are accordingly placed on the horizontal axis 
at equal distances from the origin and are assigned the values of 
+  1 and —1, respectively, and D  is placed at infinity, as shown. 
The values of M and N  in the transform  can be evaluated by substi­
tuting simultaneous values of Cl and t for the points A,  E,  and D,  
in successive steps. Then,
In Jr- +  i d
' .7
(1)
Q, =  M  cosh-1 t +  N
(2)
The final step in relating the manifold in the 2-plane to the 
infinite rectangle in the w-plane is also accomplished by means of 
the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation,
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A fter integration of this equation, the constant M' can be evalu- 
uated by equating the differences in the imaginary parts of the 
two sides of the equation for points A,  B,  and G. The additive 
constant N'  is similarly determined from the difference in the real 
parts of the quantities at D and E.  Introduction of the values of 
M' and N'  in the integrated transformation yields
w =  — — ^  ln ( i—/ )  +  — In(i — gr) +  In (£ +  1) + C ca (3)
7T V j  IT V j  It
The distances /  and g shown on the /-plane and occurring in 
Eq. (3) can be expressed as functions of the velocity ratios. To 
this end, the expression for Q of Eq. (1) is introduced in Eq. (2) 
and the resulting equation evaluated at point B,  so that
and at point C, so that
_  1  W  , V £ \  
g 2 V F /  V  c2'
Once the transformations are completed, the opening a can be 
related to the lateral efflux by integration across the flow:
a =  f  d y - \ - C c a
A E
The integral can be evaluated after proper substitutions have been 
made. I f  s is defined as the distance along the free streamline 
measured from A  in the 2-plane, the relationship,
d y  =  sin 6 ds
is obtained.
Because ^ =  0 along the streamline A E,  as indicated in the 
w-plane (Fig. 1), dw/ds — d<j>/ds between A  and E.  By definition, 
d(j>/ds =  —Vj  \ and d y  can now be expressed as
, sin 6 ,
a y  = -----y -  d<t>
From Eqs. (1) and (2),
sin 6 — ^ ( ¿ + 1 )
along A E.  I f  the last two expressions are substituted into the 
equation for a,
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i - C ca = £ e y . y l ^ t + i )  dcf>
in which (Z</> can be expressed in terms of t by Eq. (3). The result­
ing integral can be written as
r  b VB f  \ / t + 1 , c V c f  V t + 1 ,,Qi Cc a — T7- /  , d t / dt7r v  2 Vj t —m t  \ / 2 Vj t n
c ° a - f  y ^ L t l  d i (4 )
V 2 J+l t + 1 W
in which the limits are evident from examination of the /-plane.
The evaluation of this integral is comparatively straight-for­
ward, and this form was chosen for that reason. Other substitu­
tions than the above, or use of a hodograph (£-plane), result in 
integrals of more complex form. That the resultant equations will 
be identical to the one obtained from Eq. (4) is obvious. The tedi­
ousness of these other integrations makes mention of them worth­
while, however, because integration for another flow model may 
well be easiest in another plane.
The three integrals in Eq. (4) were evaluated separately, and 
values of /  and g were substituted to give the final expression,
a ~ C° a = \  [ b ( y i  +  l ) t a n h - i ^ — c ( ^ Cj +  l ) t a n h ~ ^ ]  (5)
The premise of continuity, implicit in the above discussion, can 
be stated as
VB b - V c ( b - d ) - V j C ea =  0 (6)
Although Eqs. (5) and ( 6 ) determine the general flow field, 
another equation is necessary to impose a particular stagnation 
condition which is physically applicable. The reference velocities 
and the dimensions of the boundary should satisfy a requirement 
that the horizontal and the vertical velocity components on the 
dividing streamline will vanish simultaneously at D.  On the O-plane 
(Fig. 2), if B F D  corresponds to the dividing streamline, v  will 
vanish before u if the stagnation point I) is approached. Similarly, 
if  BGD  corresponds to the dividing streamline, u will vanish be-
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fore v.  The condition that u  and v  should vanish simultaneously, 
therefore requires F,  or G, to approach D.
The line BFD ,  or BGD,  is a streamline issuing from the source 
B,  the Q-plane being viewed as another physical plane for a fic­
titious flow with F,  or G, as the stagnation point. Thus at F,  or 
G, div/dO. =  0, and since
d w  _  dw dQ _  d w  1 
dt dil dt  dt 2 \ / t . 2 — 1
in which t is different from ± 1,
The last equation characterizes the point F,  or G. I f  t approaches 
zero, after substitution of iv from Eq. (3) in the last equation, a 
condition is obtained which is equivalent to the requirement that 
F,  or G, should coincide with D.  This condition equation is
V j C c a =  V c b g - V c d g - V B b f  (7)
In  [12], this point was overlooked; it was called to the attention 
of the authors of that paper by A. Craya of Grenoble, France. As 
a consequence, their results include the cases for which F,  or G, 
is not at point D.  A statement of this fact was made in [28] but 
no analytical result was presented.
Equations (5), (6 ), and (7) can now be arranged to obtain
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and
in which
Cc =
_ Vj Vi  v b )
a ¡ b
7 X2-
(10)
' ( $ ) - ? [ > ( £ ) ] * “* " ( £ )
The values of the velocities VB and Vo relative to V ¡ in these equa­
tions must also satisfy Eqs. (5) to (7). The two functional rela­
tionships mentioned earlier as the prim ary objective of the analysis 
are now replaced by three parametric equations.
Numerical calculation of Eqs. (8 ) to (10) yields the graphs 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, or comparable ones if the coordinate axes
F i g . 3. E f f l u x  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  I n f i n i t e  L a t e r a l .
are chosen differently. The graphs indicate more clearly, of course, 
than do the equations, the flow conditions possible under the as­
sumptions made. In  Fig. 3 the ratio d / b  is shown to be negative 
as well as positive. The negative sign denotes merely that the
http://ir.uiowa.edu/uisie/35
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downstream conduit width c is greater than b. As a/b  approaches 
zero, a limiting value of tt / (  7r —|— 2 ) for (Jc is obtained, as shown 
on Fig. 4. The ratio of the conduit velocities is the other parameter 
determining Cc, larger values indicating less efflux through the 
lateral and, therefore, greater contraction.
E x p e r i m e n t a l  V e r i f i c a t i o n
As mentioned in the introduction, an analysis [12] was prev­
iously made of the manifold with an opening in the side of the 
conduit. Comparison of the results of that investigation with those 
of experiments with an orifice in one side of a lock conduit [26] 
is made in Fig. 5. The curve, in each of the two graphs, is the 
mathematical relationship and the points plotted are the experi­
mental values. The agreement between the trends of experiment 
and hydrodynamic theory is remai’kable, because the calculations 
are based on two-dimensional flow, whereas the actual flow was 
definitely three-dimensional.
Although this agreement is heartening, it must be viewed as 
fortuitous. The attem pt at verifying experimentally the model set 
forth in this paper was completely unsuccessful. In  the laboratory 
model used to verify the theory, the coefficient of contraction 
could not be measured, because a reverse eddy formed at the 
jet surface. The attempt was made, therefore, to correlate the
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velocity ratios with the geometry of the dividing flow. This proved 
to be impossible, not so much because the dividing stream surface 
was hard to determine by means of the dye injection used, but 
because the flow pattern  showed considerable divergence from two- 
dimensional conditions.
Agreement between calculation and experiment depends on the 
physical applicability of the assumptions made in the mathematical 
derivation. Values shown in Fig. 5 were obtained with free efflux 
from a sharp-edged port. The water jet was thus surrounded by 
air, a condition which comes close to satisfying the assumption of 
a velocity discontinuity involved in the free-streamline theory. The
P i g . 5. E f f l u x  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  a n  O r i f i c e  i n  a  C o n d u i t .
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infinite lateral was, of necessity, a branch conduit, and a reverse 
eddy occurred in the lateral beside the jet. Although some experi­
mental evidence [12] exists which indicates that for high-velocity 
submerged jets the eddy does not invalidate the assumption, for 
the low-velocity je t in this experiment the assumption was hardly 
approximated. The tendency of the lateral to draw a dispropor­
tionate share of low-velocity fluid from the conduit, as observed 
by Barton and Escobar [28], may also be of importance in this 
case.
C o n c l u s i o n
Of the several possible types of manifold efflux, two were con­
sidered in this paper. For these, the use of the free-streamline 
theory of hydrodynamics provided a good approximation to efflux 
from a port in the conduit but failed to describe the flow into a 
lateral.
The disagreement between the limited experimental results 
and the relationships obtained from the mathematical analysis 
presented in this paper results from the lack of applicability to 
this real flow of the assumptions implicit in the theory. That such 
lack need not nullify the use of the theory, however, is indicated 
by the results obtained for port efflux. Although other conditions 
of real flow may also be compatible with the free-streamline theory, 
the range of applicability cannot be determined from the limited 
evidence at hand.
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H EA D  LOSSES IN M ITER  BENDS
by
H arry  H . A m brose*
The sudden deflection of flow produced by a miter bend in a 
pipe line causes separation of the fluid from the solid boundary 
at the inner juncture of the bend. The resulting contraction and 
subsequent expansion of the flow downstream from the bend pro ­
duce a dissipation of energy which is prim arily attributable to 
eddy diffusion. The head loss can thus be approximated by the con­
ventional equation for an abrupt expansion. In  dimensionless form 
this is
in which /¡l is the loss in head, V 02/ 2  g is the velocity head in the 
pipe with fully expanded flow, and Cc is the ratio of the contracted
area to the area of the pipe— a type of coefficient of contraction. 
A schematic representation of the flow is shown in Pig. 1.
Determination of the contraction coefficient, therefore, suffices 
for an estimate of the head loss. I t  is the purpose of this study to 
determine to what degree the contraction coefficient of the miter 
bend in a pipe can be approximated by an analysis of its two- 
dimensional counterpart.
The two-dimensional miter bend (Fig. 2a) consists of three
(1)
F ig . 1. F l o w  P a t t e r n  i n  a  M i t e r  B e n d .
* N o w  Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Uni­
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville.
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semi-infinite planes which serve as solid boundaries to the flow, 
the remainder of the boundary being a curved surface of separa­
tion upon which a constant pressure is presumed to act. The planes 
B A  and B C  form the outer boundary, intersecting with the deflec­
tion angle a at the point B  (chosen as the origin for 2 =  x - \ - i y ) .  
The inner solid boundary D A  is parallel to B A  and separated from 
it by a distance a. The free surface D C  is a curve and becomes
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parallel to BC  asymptotically, the ultimate thickness of the je t 
being b. The point of separation D is defined by the abscissa c and 
the ordinate a. The dashed line extending downstream from I) 
represents the position of the downstream portion of the inner wall.
Since the pressure is assumed to be constant along the free 
surface, it follows that the velocity along the surface varies in 
direction only. Inasmuch as either the magnitude or the direction 
of the velocities along all boundaries is constant, the necessary 
requirements for application of the free-streamline theory are ful-
The problem can be considered as the determination of the 
coefficient of contraction Gc — b/ a  in terms of the angle a and 
the coordinates of the point of separation D —that is, the definition 
of the function /  in the equation
Mathematically, however, it is more convenient to solve for c for 
given values of the deflection angle and contraction coefficient.
The solution parallels that of the paper by Messrs. Siao and 
H ubbard since the present problem is, in effect, an extension of 
the problem treated therein. The flow pattern  is first transformed 
to the ordinary hodograph by the basic relationship
Since the velocity along the free streamline has the constant magni­
tude Vj,  D C  appears as a circular arc in the ¿'-plane. The solid 
boundaries become radial lines with their terminal points located 
as shown in Fig. 2b.
I f  the angle a is set equal to w/n, n being an integer greater 
than unity, the flow pattern can be simplified fu r the r by the auxi­
liary transformation
In  the ¿'-plane, the entire solid boundary falls on the real axis 
(Fig. 2c).
By means of the method of images, the given flow pattern  in 
the ¿'-plane is obtained directly from the locating of point sources 
of strength 2aY0 at A  and A'  (¿ 'a ' =  [ a / b ] n) and a sink of double
filled.
(2)
1 dw_
(3)
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strength at B.  Although the complete pattern  is symmetrical about 
the real axis, only the lower half of the ¿'-plane is relevant. The 
complex potential is then written immediately:
i v — 4>+i\p =  — — In ( f ' +  1 ) ——--In Uw- ( 6/ a ) n]
7T 7T
— ^ l n  U ' - ( a / b ) n] = — 1 \ 2 l n  (ei n ^ + l )
7r  7r  (
— In [ elVn f" — ( bl a ) n ] -  In [ eiirn j'n-  ( a l b ) n} i- (4)
The complex coordinate of point D  in the 2-plane is
-  , „ 1  dw r 1 b r  2 1
c +  i a  =  ^  a z = j> = — — — —  —-------— ------- :-------- /T , .
CD CD V i  f  f 7 r  L e f n  + 1  e " n t n - { b / a ) n
1 1 r1 r 2
e,vnf»_(a/b)nJ ne s ( i — ~VJ0 L^ +e-i™
1 1
(5)fn _  e-i*n(b/a)n e ~ " n(a /b )nJ
Equation (5) consists of the sum of three integrals of the type
in which 7C is a complex constant. Since u  is a positive integer the 
integration can be completed by substituting for each of these 
terms a polynomial expansion of w terms,
Çn-~d,Ç 1 ^  e-iïrn/r.
« j r X )  o / i n  d ^ ! R )£n— K n n K  ( £ / K )  - e 12™/' 
whence 
J 0 r ~ K n n K  V A  /
I f  the above relationship is substituted into Eq. (5), simplified, 
and separated into real and imaginary terms, the value of c/ 6  is 
obtained:
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2 r + 1
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2 r + 1 —n/
\  n
1 v ^ a l  1 
6 ( 2 C0S( f  ") ln[ X
a / 2 r \  / a \ 2l  . . / 2 r \  r  sin ( 2 rx /n)
~ 2 b C° SK n V  +  \ b )  \ + S m \  n V tan_ I m ^ V o W ^ / n )) tan _ 
'2  r
+  “ 2  ”  j ^ C0S( ~ 7r) ln[ 1 “  2 ~  COS( “ - 7r) + ( - )  ]  7T "  a c 2 \  n /  L a V n /  V a /  J
r  =  0
. . / 2 r  \  r  s in ( 2 r 7r/n ) 1)
+  Bin ( - - j t a n  [ _ _ _ _ _ _  j  J(a/b) — eos(2rir /n) .
For a ¡5; ir/2 the supplementary angle a' is defined by
from which
(6)
to — 1
I f  the indicated substitution is made in Eq. (6 ), the value of c /b  
corresponding to an angle greater than ir/2  is obtained through 
steps differing only in detail from the integration procedure out­
lined above:
ira— 1,
J - - E I - C O S I
2 r + l  — m
to
2 r + l — to \  . / 2 r + l  —to
! ( { ) ," " c “ ( ï ' ) + ( i ‘ ) ' " ,] - s i “ ( ï T) F , ( "" i
+
in which
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. 2 r \  . ( 2 r \
s m( — x )  s ml — 7r I
„  /  S , V TO /  „  ,  ,  , . V TO // ' 1(m) =  ta n - 1------- y-------------------, i 2(^ ) =  t a n - 1----------- j------------------
( i)“ — G r )
From  Eqs. (6 ) and (7) the desired quantity c / a  for the vari­
ous specific values of a corresponding to n =  2, 3, 4 and to =  3, 4
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can be obtained as functions of b/a.  The results are plotted in 
Fig. 3, which is the graphical representation of Eq. (2). In  p ar­
ticular, the functional relationship between c / a  and b /a  for a =  7r/ 2  
can be shown to be identical with that obtained by McNown and 
Hsu [12] for the special case of total lateral efflux from a two- 
dimensional conduit with a semi-infinite barrier.
In  Fig. 3, for each value of a, b / a  must equal zero for 
c /a  =  cot a. The limit of unity  is approached by b / a  for all angles 
between 0 and ir as c /a  becomes very large negatively. W ith a =  0, 
b/a  is equal to unity for all real values of c/a,  whereas for a 
approaching n, b / a  approaches zero for all real values of c/a.
Superposed on Fig. 3 is the locus of b/a  for the especially in ­
teresting case in which point D  lies on the bisector of the supple­
mentary angle a'; that is, for c/a  =  — cot a '/2 .  This case defines
F i g .  4 . H e a d  L o s s  i n  M i t e r  B e n d s  o f  V a r i o u s  A n g l e s .
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the equivalent contraction coefficient for the usual design of miter 
bends.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows a plot of head loss in miter bends for 
various angles based on the substitution of b /a  from Fig. 3 for Cc 
in Eq. (1). Included in the figure are typical experimental results 
[29, 30, 31]. Values for the Weisbach curve [32] were calculated 
from the empirically determined equation
y j j ^ =  0 .9457 sin2 " + 2 .0 4 -7  sin« “  (8)
The agreement of experimental data with the curve calculated 
by Eq. (1) and the free-streamline theory is good for small to 
moderate deflection angles but shows increasingly poorer corre­
lation for larger angles. This, however, is to be expected in view 
of the increasing importance of the secondary flow pattern and 
the resulting secondary losses with increasing bend angle.
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